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INTRODUCTION

VJith the recent growth of Germany into one of the

leading economic pollers in the v;orld and vjith the advancing

Interest in the United States for foreign language, there has

become available a wealth of material which could be used In

the classrooms by the teachers of German in this country.

Although there seemed to be much interest in this

material, there was a lack of Information available to the

teacher about exactly what is available and where it is

available. Much of this material could serve v;o lighten the

load of the teacher while at the same time serving to stimu-

late the Interest of the student. Although some inclusion

of the standard teaching materials, e,g, textbooks and supple-

mental tape recordings, is to be found in this report, it is

felt that these are more than adequately brought to the

attention of the teacher through the advertising campaigns

of the commercial publishers and for this reason this report

dealt with those things, primarily, which are provided by

those organizations Interested in disseminating information

about the cultural aspects of the country.

Statement of the Problem . (1) The purposes of this

report were to bring together as many of these books, cata-

logs, periodicals, films, slides, instructional material,

services, and other miscellaneous items under one cover.
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which would then be available to the teacher, and (2) to

categorize the materials so that thoy may be located with a

iTiinimum of ex fort.

Limitations o Because there were some sources of which

one did not hear and because there did not seem to be any

vxay to obtain all possible foreign sources this report v;as

limited to those addresses which were provided by public

information agencies and through governmental agencies for the

cultural material which was included in this report.

With regard to the published materials for classroom

instruction in the language area, all known major companies

were contacted but only those materials were used which were

audio-lingual or similarly oriented.

Definition of Terms « The word materials , as used in

this report, means those physical items which one might use

in the teaching of the actual language or in the teaching of

the culture of the country.

The word resource ^ as used in this report, refers to

those places where one might obtain help in any form which will

assist in the teaching of the language.

The word services , as used in this report, refers to

those performances of acts for the benefit of another.

Procedures . The procedures used in carrying out this

survey were: '

1. The contacting of all major publishers, requesting

information about their German language materials.



2. In examination of this material only those items

vjere included which were applicable to the newer

audio-lingual or direct method,

3. The contacting of all available agencies which

distribute materials and provide services as

previously defined. " ' -

k. The examination of this material according to

the following criteria: (1) What was "che con-

tent and (2) Wr.st was the type of material.

^. The addresses are to be found in Appendix B of

this report. Pisther than write the address after

each item, it was deemed more expedient to place

a code number at the bottom of the description.

These code numbers refer to the address list in

Appendix B and were listed in numerical order,

i.e. A-1 refers to the first address at the

beginning of the list. Subsequent addresses

were numbered A-2, A-3, etc. Where materials

were available from more than one source, address

codes for both were given.

MATERIALS, RESOURCES AIvD SERVICES

Because many of these materials were constantly chang-

ing, the teacher must remember that given specific items may

not be available. In their place, however, might be some-

thing Just as worthwhile and probably more up to date. It
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is therefore recommended that when one orders items other

than those available from commercial publishers a descrip-

tion of the subject matter being sought might result in a

beneficial substitution.

BOOKS

Included in this section one will find only those

books which would not be considered normal classroom

instructional material.

THE BASIC LAW OP Tr^ FEDERAL REPUBLIC OP aSRMATTY . German

Information Center. A-20.

ESRLIT-T . German Information Center.
V/ith maps, graphs and charts this book tells the

story of the crisis and challenge of Berlin, the divided

city, since World War II. A-20.

DAS BILD DSR HEIMAT .

SCfir0>]irTANDS5HrPT IM HERZETT EIBOPAS by The odor Muller-
Alfeld, Willy Eggers and Peter Dreessen.

Although this is basically a picture book, it also

gives brief descriptions of surrounding area in fourth
level German. A-2S.

THE DEMOCRATIC STATE edited by Professor H. Arntz. Germany:

!Press and Information Office of the Federal Government
of Germany.

This extract from the parent book, GERM1\T REPORTS .

deals \-Jith democratic constitutional, and political as-

pects of West Germany. A-20.

DER GOLDE^IE SCHLUSSEL
MRCHEN AUS ALLER VJELT. Germany: Deutscher Sparkassen-
verlag. Stuttgart.

This book includes fairy tales of many lands of a

reading level suitable for German II or III. This book
,

is very well done. A-28.

DEin'SCHLATroPIBEL by Mariar.ne Gatzke, Krefeld, Ernst Koppen,
Itrefeld, The odor Pluckebaum, Moers. Germany: Alfred
Ketzner Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, Berlin.



This book is a guide to the Bundesrepublik. It tells

in C-ernan about everything from daily lire to external
politics. Illustrated. A-23.

EUROPEATT PAITTTI'TGS Ir[ GERHA^ ART GALLERIES 20;;h CSITTI^
edited by Ludwig Grote. Germany: Fre"stel-Verlag, ^Munich.

Painters, art galleries, and the trends since l390 are
shown and discussed in thJLs book. It is also available
in German. A-23.

FACTS ABOUT GERriA'TY by Professor Helmut Arntz. Germany:
Press and Information Office of the Federal Government of

Germany.
As the title suggests, this book gives a brief account,

with pictures, of all aspects of German life from 19l|5 to
196!|.' A-2& and A-23.

KLSI^IE lEBE^TSBILDER GROSSE VORBILDER by Dr. Lydia Knop-kath,
Professor Dr. Wilhelm Zentner, Oberstudiendirektor a.D.
Georg Nowottnik, Pressestelle dar Firma Robert Bosch
GmbH. Germany: Deutscher Sparkassen-und Gir overhand
E, V. Bonn.

This book contains biographical sketches of 2h of the
v7orld's great people such as Madame Curie, Ludwig van
Beethoven and Thomas Alva Edison. The German level of

difficulty is third or fourth year, A-23.

REFBRE^TCE : BSRLI^T . Germany: Press and Information Office
of Berlin—in collaboration v;ith Eorst IZorber. English
version: Michael S. Berenson,

This picture book shovrs the developm.ents in Berlin
from May 2, 191-1-5 to March 11, 1963 through words and
pictures. A-2S.

SCHULBAUTEN III DEuTSCHLA'Jl) by Ferdinand Budde. Germany:
Neu Darmstacter Verlagsanstalt.

This book discusses, in words and pictures, all
aspects of the German School system. The reading level
of the German is level lY. A-23.

TV/ELVE YEARS OF GERMAI^T DEVELOP^ETTT ASSISTANCE . Germany:
Druck- and Verlagshaus Heinz Moller Bonn, Germany.

With many colored pictures, maps and graphs this book
discusses the West German government's and industry's
contribution toward advancing economic and technical
standards in the developing nations, A-20.

WILIiELM BUSCK
EI]\TI'iAL AI^TDERS GESEHETT No Author Listed. Germany:
Deutscher Sparkassen- und Gir overhand E. V, Bonn,

This is a brief biographical collection of anecdotes,
flavored with selected quotes of Wilhelm Busch, the
German humorist. Reading level: German III-VJ , A-28.



CATALOGS

Since catalogs change from time to time, it was felt

that rather than listing all the items from these catalogs

which pertain to German it was better to list the catalogs

so that new ones can be obtained with more up to date

material as they become available.

A CATALOG of calendars, records and gifts. A-21.

A CATALOG of full-length film features with English sub-

titles. A-8 and A-15.

CATALOG GERMAN SERVICE BUREAU, The University of V/isconsin,

University Extension Division.
This is an excellent catalog of material on loan, it

includes: 21 picture books, e.g. ALTE DEUTSCHE STA, Tj,,

text in German, and DSUTSCHLATro ; LAmSCHAFT ,
STADTE,

DORPER, MET^'SCHSN, Picture comm.entary by K. Domke,

TJiptTSns in Ger.ian, English and French; 26 books of

culture and civilizatiop, e.g. BERLIN TO::DAY English
^

text and HOLBEIN DER JIJfNGERE : BILDNIS SB Coimnentary m
POLK SONGS, English translation and VUES D.L.UlbOim^

TJWfW^WP.: 31 books of readings and recitations,
•^-^—G^rm'-^'TE VO" J.VJ . VON GOFTHE , 60 poems and I'-IAX UND

HORITZ VJilhel"m'^U3'3n7 dual language text; 20 Educational

Vames'," e.g. BIMBO , card game, kind of scrabble and
_

GERMAN BINGO; 6 orogram and game suggestions, e.g. WIR

BTUE^T-ETKirSTADT' Paul Hindeminth, a musical play ^o^^^^^

^hildri^T^itE-direction and lOE STEELE ICH EIN PROGRAMM

TTUSAli^i'l^'folk dances, e.g. SO ZUM TANZE FUIffi.' ICH

bl'Gli and STEBEN ]\EUE TANZE ; 9 Christmas books, e.g. ST.

nTgIOLAS Pwrr^hTg^t and" V:ZIHNACHTEN ; 22 Christmas plays,

e p- j)ZR STERN VON BETHLEEEM and PUPPElviEIHNACHT ; 23

lirchiTT^DiTliT iT7."FROSCmro^TIG aHrmNSEL U^ pETEL;

6 Playlets, e.g. FRAlTTrOLLE and IM RESTAURANT ; B^
collections of pliJiT i^sT'zyEI tlODERNE EINAKTER_^and

VIER KLEINE LUSTSPZSLE; Ii- serious plays, e.g. GOriTZ VjJN

BERLltTnT^EN by Goethe either abridged and simplified or

l^HitoVo ged;" 29 comedies, e.g. AM^ ALS ^NDSCHRIFTEpEUTER

by Ewald and DER ZSRBROCHENE KRUG by Kleist; 19 Volksspiele

and Hans SachF~plays , e.g. DOXT^ FAUST by Scharff and

DIE GEPRELLTEN PREIER by H. Sachs; 9 puppet plays and

b^ki~'5Tr^pi't?7r5Tg. A HANDBOOK OP FIST-PUPPETS by

Picklen, illustrated and TISCHLEIN DECK' DICIII by

Brethfeld; 5 shadow plays, e.g. DAS SC?:ATTS>1DAU!.IBLINCHEN
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and DAS TAPFERE SCH^IE IDERLEIW; 36 bulletins, e.g.
SUGC-ESTIO'IS FOR PCRSIGN LAKfG-UA5E COmiSELORS and OLD
GERMA>IIG EASTER CUSTOMS . A-22.

CATALOG- OP TEACHIT'TG AIDS
Prom this address you can obtain a catalog of teaching

aids. They are only available to members of AATG or
NCSA. A -3

8

CATALOGUES
Catalogues of available books may be obtained from

each of the addresses under A-7 (book distributors)
in Appendix B.

COWOISSEIJR CATALOGUE OP IMPORTED RECORDS .

This is a catalogue of German in recordings. The
catalogue and the recordings are available from the address
A-21. The price of these records range from $1,98 to
$5.93. A-21.

FILM CATALOGUE
This catalog contains a number of films about famous

German composers, inventors, pioneers, ect. A-^l.

GSB CATALOGUE
All items except those in the "Free Bulletins"

sections are available on a loan basis to subscribers to
the GSB. Subscription rates are $.75 per year or $2.00
for three years. In addition to the loan service
subscribers also receive the GSj3^ Notes published
periodically. The Notes contain textbook reviews and
items of general interest to teachers of German. A-22.

GESAICT-ICATALOG . A-30.

G^SAI-ITKATALOG 196£. Published by Julius Groos Verlag,
Heidelberg. A-32.

MLA SELECTP/E LIST OP MATERIALS . Published by The Modern
Language Associa-uion of America. $1.00. A-37.

NCSA -AATG CATALOGUE OP TEACHING AIDS AND SERVICES . Published
by the NCSA-AATG Service Center.

This catalog lists hundreds of slides, films, film-
strips, tape recordings, records, special services and
loan exhibits. Some of these are all ready listed in
this report. A-38.

RESOURCE GUIDE. Published by the V/ible Language Institute.
A-50.
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SOURCE mTERIALS FOR SSCOTJDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS OP FORBIC-N

LA^TGUAGBS

.

Published by the U. S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, Office of Education. A-l|7.

SPORTHAUS SCHUSTER Munchen sommer 1965.
This is a catalog of German sporting goods and

sports apparel, A-l;2.

TRE IPTIVERSITY OP KA^-TSAS DEPT. OP GERI^TIC LANGUAGES A^TO

TXt2RATIjT(SS'^E0^';jED LAT^-UAGE LAB MATERIALS, GERMW
.
AKD

•SCAT^lITAVlA-n
Copies of these tapes can be obtained through the

recording service listed in the service section of this

report. A-19.

FILMS

ABE^TTEUER EI^rSR ZBICHE^IPEDER . (16 mm, 12 min. , on loan, but
borrower must pay all postage).

A film on the life of Austrian artist, Alfred Kubin.
A-6.

AFRICA AW SCHIvEITZER . (English soundtrack, 28 min., nominal
rentTT A-51.

ALBIN EGGER LIE?;^ . (16 mm, color, 12 min., on loan but.

borrower pays all postage).
This film is on the Austrian artist, Egger Lienz,

A-6.

ALONG GERI-lA^Afts SCENIC HIGHWAYS^ (English and German
soundtrack, 16 mra, color, l5 min., on loan).

This film takes the viewers across Germany on the
fine autobahns. A-23.

a/15 ALWAYS GITE STE? HIGHSR . (English soundtrack, 13 min.,
available on loanT^i

Building of nev: schools is the subject, A-l8,

ART IN CRAFTS . (English soundtrack, 16 mm, l6 min., on loan
but borrower pays all postage).

This film shows artistic elements in many of the
crafts \vhich still flourish in Austria today. A-6.

E/21 TIIE art PLOWING . (English soundtrack, color, 30 min.,
on loan), A-ld.

AUF GEHT'S . (German soundtrack, 16 mm, color, 12 min., on
loan)

.

This film shovjs one of the gayest festivals in Germany.
It is Munich's October festival, A-23.



AUSTRIA . (16 tiini, color, 30 min. , sound, no narration, on

loan but borrov;er pays all postage).
Gay, colorful scenes from Austria. A-6.

AUSTRIA C-LCRiOSA . (English soundtrack, 16 ram, color, l5 win.,
on loan but borrower pays all postage).

Tliis film shows the baroque splendor of Austria. A-6.

AUTUr^PT IW AUSTRIA . (English soundtrack, 16 iiim, color, 1$
min., on~loan but borrovrer pays all postage).

Beautiful scenes of fall in Austria. A-6.

E/28 3ALL00?TS . (English soundtrack, 10 min., on loan).
Tnis film is about the history of the balloons. A-l8.

A/32 3A1-3ERG SYT'IPH a^Y . (English soundtrack, color, 35 min.,
on' loan)

.

This film, is about the city of Bamberg. A-l8.

E/32 BARGES, CAPTAIMS , CrIA!T?SLS. (English soundtrack,
20 min., on loan) . a-'l'b"

BEAUTIFUL RHI^IELAI'ID—PALATIITATE . (English soundtrack,
16 mi-.i, color, b,0 min., on loan).

This film shows the Rhine River and valley. There
are many views of castles. A-23.

BEAUTIFUL SV/ITZSRLA'TD . (English Soundtrack, 11 min., nominal
rent)".

A film on Switzerland, A-^l.

BELVEDERE CASTLE . (English soundtrack, 16 mm, color,,
16' min. , on loan but borrower pays all postage).

A film on this great baroque castle. A-6.

A/3I1 BERCHTESGADE!-! . (German soundtrack, color, 22 min.)
A-ld.

BERCT-ITESGADETT . (English soundtrack, 16 mm, color, 1$ rain.,

on loan).
The beauty of the Bavarian Alps, as well as many of

the pleasures such as fishing, svjimming, hiking and
skiing are shovm in this film. A-23.

BERLIN . (German or English soundtrack, color, 16 min., on
loan).

This is a film on the city of Berlin. A-23.

D/la BERLIN—A DIVIDED CITY, (German soundtrack, 30 min.,
available on' loan)

.

This is a documentary film on Berlin before the
erection of -the Wall. A-I8. '
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D/lb BERLIN—A DIVIDED CITY . (Gerrr.an soundtrack, 30 min.)

—This is* a film on Berlin before the erection of the

V/all. A-18.

EERLIT AIRLIFT . (English soundtrack, 20 min., nominal rent).

A-51.

BERLI^T AIRLIFT . (English soundtrack, 2? min., nominal rent).

You are there. A-52.

D/2U BERLI^^ AUGUST 1961. (English soundtrack, 12 min.)

—This" is a documentary film about life in Berlin after

the erection of the VJall. A-I8.

D/27 BERLTN;—FATE _0P A CITY I. (English soundtrack, 2i| min.)

D/28 BERLIT<!' FATE OP A CITY II . (English soundtrack, 2L}. min.,

on loan). A-lBT

'^/l BERLII'T—FREEDOM FRONTIER . (English soundtrack, 12 min.,

on loan) . A-lti.

BERLIN GUEST BOOK . (English soundtrack, 16 m.m, color, l5

min. , on loan)

.

A film telling the story of modern Benin, a-23.

D/11 BERLIN GUEST BOOK . (English soundtrack, color, 12 min.,

on loan)

.

, , o
This is a film about life in Berlin today. A-lO.

D/8 BERLIN RIOTS . (English soundtrack, 8 min., on loan).

ati^:

D/31 BERLIN TAI^S ITS CHANCE . (English soundtrack, 13 min.,

on loan)

.

This is a documentary film about the many aspects 01

life in Berlin. A-l3.

A/1i BERLIN T?IE CITY EVERYBODY LOVES. (English soundtrack,

color, on loan) . A-lb.

D/32 BERLIN—YESTERDAY A¥D TODAY. (English soundtrack, on

loan)

.

^ „
This is a documentary film about the history o± i>erlin.

A-18.

BETWEEN BOT-PT AND BERLIN . (English or German soundtrack,
16" Viuii, color, 30 min., on loan).

'I'lil.;i .IM.I111 .'liiown nconon from Hamburg, ^_l''rQnkfurt,

Mimi'«.li, ColoKno, llnnnovor, Stuttgart, Niirnberg and others.

A-23.
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E/33 BBr>JEBW SCHOOL AlTD VJORK BENCH. (English soundtrack, on

loan J. Q
This is a film on vocational training. A-lo.

D/i3 BETV/EETvT us barbed wire . (English soundtrack, 12 ruin.,

on loan;

.

This is a documentary film about the Iron Curtain m
Germany. A-I8.

B/Ob BIRTH OF THE PUPPET . (English and German soundtrack,

1).|. r.iin. , on loan)

.

The work of the woodcarvors is the story in this film.

A-18.

BRETTER , DIE DIE Iv^LT BEDEUTEW . (16 mm, l5 min. , on loan but

borrower pays postage, availsble to colleges only).

This film is about the art of the mask and impersona-
tion in acting. Hermann Thimi-^, Burgtheater-actor, in
his fu.TiOUS character parts is xn the film. A-6.

B/lL]. BY TIE GRACE 0? GOD—CIEIffiHS AUGUST HISTORY OE TIE DUKE
AI^ID ARCHBISHOP , I7OO-I7FI. C^nglish soundtrack, color,
l"3'"m'in. , on loan). A-I8.

A/28 CASTLES , VJII^IE AHD QUIET WOODS . (English soundtrack,
color, 19 min., on loan)

.

This German film is about the countryside in
Wuerttemberg. A-l3.

TEE CATIiEDRAL 0? C OLOGyTE . (German soundtrack, 16 mm, color,
20 min., on loan)

.

This cathedral v;as founder! in 12li-3 but not completed
until IS80. A-23.

CHARLEFiAHGE AW HIS EMPIRE. (English soundtrack, ll; min.,
nominal rent ) . A-^1.

CHILDREN » S DREAMS . (English soundtrack, 16 mm, color, 12 min.,
on loa'n but borrower pays all postage).

This film presents dravrings and paintings from
childich imagination and phantasy; a truly outstanding
film.' A-6.

A/7 CHRIST::^-

S

IH GERMAHY. (English soundtrack, color, l3
min., on loanT"i^ A-TS.

CLEMENS HOLZISISTER. (I6 rrjn, lli min., on loan but borrower
pays all postage )

.

This film shows som^ of the work of Austria's greatest
contemporary architects. A-6.
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COLCG^S, A^^CIE'TT ROMA" SETTLEME^^ . (German and English

s^ndtrack, 16 mm, 13 nin., on loan).
This film shows many of the monuments that bear* wit-

ness to Cologne's history. A-23.

GRABIIAL PES K/ilSSRS , CAS. (l6 mm, sound, no narration,
"^^

r3~min7, on loan but borrower pays all postage).

This film shows scenes of one of the last great viorks

of Gothic art in Austria, the tomb of Emperor Frederick

III in St. Stephen's Cathedral. A-6.

GUSTOI^IS Am POLK FESTIVALS OP GERMAN/ . (German or English

s^nd track, 16 mm, color, 1[{. min. , on loan).

This is a film showing some of the festivals that

have lasted thj^ough the centuries. A-23.

TIJE DAyrU^E COUTTTRYSIDE . (English soundtrack, l6 mm, color,

33" i--n. , on loan).
A tour along the Danube River througn Southern Germany

is seen in this film. A-23.

DAS MAD HEY ROSEMARIE . (German dialog, English subtitles,

99 m.iri.
," available on rental basis). A-3.

DEBT TO THE PAST . (English soundtrack, 16 min., nominal

rent). .

This is a film on language and communication. A-31.

E/22 DEPARTURE AT 19 O'CLOCK . (ll|. min., on loan).

This is a film on the final preparations before the

sailing of a freighter. A-lS.

PER BAUER ALS NILLIG'TAER . (16 mm, color, 100 min., on loan

but borrower pays all postage, available to colleges

This production by Ferdinand Raimund is produced oy

the Vienna Burgtheater Ensemble. A-6.

DER MUPT?-!^.M VOW KOPEFICK . (German Dialog, English sub-

titles, color, 93 min., rental basis).
The film is based on the classic by Zuckmayer. A-3.

PER REST 1ST SCrjJSIC-EN . (German Dialog, English subtitles,

l"d6' "min. , rental basis).
This film is based on Hamilet, set in modern Germany.

A-8.

DEUTSCHLA''-!DSFIBGEL . (German or English soundtrack, approx.

20 min.

)

This documentary film is a German news and feature
reel. Mew reels are available each month. A-l3.
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DIE BEK5>mTNISSE PES HOGHSTAPLERS FELIX KRULL . (German
Dialog, English subtitles, 10? min. , rental basis).

This film is based on the famous novel by Thomas Mann.
A-8.

D/6 DIVIDED C-ERMATTT . (English soundtrack, 29 min., on loan).
This film is about Germany from Potsdam to I960. A-l8,

DO'NT CARLOS . (16 mm, 100 min., on loan but borrower pays all
the postage, available to colleges only).

This production of Don Carlos , by Priedrich Schiller,
is presented by the Vienna Burgtheater Ensemble. A-6.

E/30 TH5 DREAM OP PLYI i^'G . (English soundtrack, 11 min., on
loan). A-lHT

DUSSEIDOHP , GAY AKD MODERN . (English soundtrack, 16 mm,
color, 15 min. , on loan).

A film on the city of Duss&ldorf. A-23.

DUSSELDORP MERRY-G -R OUI'ID . (German or English soundtrack,
16 mm, color, "8" r^in. , on loan).

This film shows the elegance of an historic city
combined vjith the bustling metropolitan air of modern
times. A-23.

EITTETv^ JUX WILL ER SICK MACIE^. (16 mm, 100 min., on loan
but borrower pays all the postage, available to colleges
only).

This work by Johann Nestroy is played by the Vienna
Burgtheater Ensemble. A-6.

D/19 ELECTIO!^ BY PEET . (English soundtrack, 12 min., on
loan}

.

This film is about the flight from the Soviet
Occupation Zone. A-I8.

ESSEN, (German soundtrack, 16 mm, black and white, l5 min.,
on loan).

This film shows the landscape of Sssenin the Ruhr
valley. A-23.

B/5 ELUOPBAN CHRISTIAN ART . (English soundtrack, 10 min.,
on loan).

This film is a visit of an exhibition of European
Christian Art in the Charlottenburg Palace in Berlin.
A-18.

D/22 TIE FACE OP TIE BERLINER. (English soundtrack, 11 rain.,
on loan).

This documentary film reports on the people in the
divided city. A-I8.
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D/25 tie face op Txffi ^EW ARMY. (English soundtrack, 13 rain.,

on loan)
."

This filra is a documentary on the Bundeswehr. A-I8.

C/I). FACTORY VJORICERS . (English soundtrack, 11 min. , on loan).
The film was made at the Volksv;agen factory in Wolfs-

burg. A-l5.

FERDiyATg} GEORCt WALDMUELI^R . (English soundtrack, 16 mm,
color, li. min. , on loan but borrower pays all postage).

This production is about Vdaldmueller, Austria's most
outstanding representative of the realist school of

painting. A-6.

FISCHER VOT SRLACH . (I6 mm, 11+ min., on loan but borrower
pays all postage).

This man is responsible for some of Austria's most
beautiful churches in the Baroque era. A-6.

D/20 FOR A LIFE OF FREE MEi\^ (English soundtrack, 12 man.,
on loanTI A-I8.

FOR HE WAS Om_ FRIEDRICH SGHILIER . (English soundtrack,
lE min., on loan;

.

This is a film on his life and poetry. A-I8.

A/22 FOUITTAITTS IN MUTTICK . (English soundtrack, 16 rain.,

on loan). A-lti.

FRAMICPURT . (English soundtrack, 16 mm, color, 21 rain., on
loan)

.

This is a film on Frankfurt, the birthplace of Goethe
and Germany's foremost center of transportation today.
A-23.

l-'lvANZ LISZT . (16 nmi, I8 :nln., on loan but borrower pays
all postage )

.

This is a film about the life of Franz Liszt who was
born in Burgenland which since 1919 has been Austria's
easternmost province. A-6.

A/12 PRO?;: TIffi FEDERAL CAPITAL (BOM). (English soundtrack,
22 min. , on loan ) . A-15.

E/29 GAI-IE ITT VJIMTBR . (English soundtrack, 11 min., on loan).
This film on the conservation of wild boar and deer

is available from any German Consulate. A-I8.

GAST ATJF ERDEN . (16 mm, 3i| min., on loan but borrower pays
all postage ).

This film reflects Mozart ^s life through contemporary
paintings, prints manuscripts, letters and documents.
A-6.
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E/lO TIffi GERMAN-CATTISH BORDER , (English soundtrack, 11 min.,

on loan)

.

Landscape, cities, and arts during the centuries are

shown in this film. A-lS.

B/lO THE GERMAN MUSEUi'4 IN MmilCH . (English soundtrack,
color, k3 rnin., on loanTT A-I8.

GERMANY. (English soundtrack, 16 min., nominal rent).
^This film shows a family of the industrial Ruhr. A-5l»

A/31 GERMJlT-ry OP ROMANCE. (English soundtrack, color, 3$ min.,

on loan) . A-lb.

A/8 GSRMiANY-

-

THH OD'GH THE EYES OP ITS YOUTH. (English
soundtrack, color, on loanTT A-loT

D/21 GERMiANY lvELC0I-2SS PRESIDENT KENNEDY . (English sound-
track, color, 62 min. , on loan)

.

This documentary film is about the President's visit
to the Pederal Republic of Germany. A-I8.

GBSTALTBTER GLAUEE . (16 mm, 12 min., on loan but borrower
pays all postage).

A view of religious sculpture in Austria is seen in
this film. A -6.

GLIMPSES OP UPPER BAVARIA . (English soundtrack, 16 mm,

15 i^ii n . , on 1 oan)

.

This film shows scenes from Southern Germany, e.g.
folk festivals and unique woodcarvings . A-23.

GOSLAR . (German and English soundtrack, 16 mm, 10 min., on

loan)

.

This is a film on the city of Goslar. A-23.

HALLSTAETTER BALLADE . (I6 mm, l5 min., on loan but borrower
pays all postage).

This film shows the quaint, old burial rites in the
town of Hallstatt in secluded Upper Austria. The town
is a 3000 year old center of salt mining. A-6,

E/17 H.4RB0R RHYTHM . (English soundtrack, 13 min., on loan).
This is a film on the Hamburg harbor. A-I8.

HEALTH RESORTS 0? GERMANY. (German and English soundtrack,
16 mm, color, 12 min., on loan).

Germany is famous for its spas. A German Spa is not
only a m.edical center but also a holiday resort, A-23.
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A/ll TIffi HIGHEST AUTHCRITY—THE LAW. (English soundtrack,

12 min. , on loan)

.

The protection oi" the individual against the excesses

or the state is seen in this filni, A-lS,

HITLER ItlVADSS PCLAI^. (English soundtrack, 2? rain., nominal

rent")

.

You are there. A-^1.

E/19 KORSEBREEDINC- IK GERplAITY . (English soundtrack, 13 min.,

on loan) . A-l8,

ITT HAI'-IBIEG . (English soundtrack, 16 ram, color, ll| min., on

loan).
This is a fllra on Germany's largest por-c, gateway to

the world. A -23.

a/27 m LOVE WITH T^ SIJE3IMT ALB . (English soundtrack,

color, 17 min., on""loan}.
This shows the cultural history of Suebia. A-ld.

E/15 I^T the CS"'TTER op T'D'-HT . (German and English soundtrack,

13 min., on loanT.
This is a film on life and activities in a youth center.

A-18,

D/9 the IT-THUi^IAjME WALL . (German soundtrack, 26 min,, on loan).

This is a documentai'y film. A-l8.

iTTVITATIOyr TO IfJNIGH. (German or English soundtrack, 16 mm,

color, 20 min., on lD:.n).

Munich, the capital of Bavaria, is an art center and

carnival capital. A-23.

D/26 the IROTT CuRTAITT . (English soundtrack, on loan). A-l8.

E/13 it is so SIKPIE . (English soundtrack, 11 min., on loan).

This is a portrait of a voluntary nurse of the German
Red Cross. A-l8.

DA II STARTED WITH RUII\^S . (English soundtrack, i|l min.,

on loan)

,

The reconstruction of Germany is the subject of this
film. A-18.

JOSEPH HAYDT'T . (l6 mm., 1> min., on loan but borrower pays
all postage).

This film shows the life of Joseph Haydn through
first person narration. It begins in his native village
in Austria . A-6.
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D/15 JUNE 17 , 1953 * (English soundtrack, 12 mln, , on loan).
The riots in Soviet occupied Berlin and Germany. A-l8.

D/16 JUSTICE OP RED Pir^GTIOITARIES . (English soundtrack,
15 min. , on loanT'ii

This is a documentary on the administration of justice
in East Berlin. A-l6.

B/7 KLA.ETHS' KOLLHITZ . ("nglish soundtrack, 19 min., on loan).
This film is a" ouo the life and work of Kaethe Kollwitz.

A-18.

KALEIDOSCOPE . (English soundtrack, 16 mm, color, l8 min.,
on loan but borrower pays all postage).

ThJls film sho\<rs the energetic, diligent, ingenious
and striving people of Austria today. A-6.

E/5 KEYS AW LOCKSMITHS . (German or English soundtrack,
11 min., on loan).

This film is about the history of the key. A-l8.

E/23 TES LA 'ID OP TrE GRI!#I BROTHERS . (English soundtrack,
11 min., on loan). A-lFI

LIPE IM THE ALPS . (English soundtrack, 11 min., nominal
rent')".

This is a film on Austria. A-^l.

LIPS ly: THE MOUT'TTAINS . (English soundtrack, 11 min.,
nominal rent )

.

This is a film on Switzerland. A-^l.

E/2I4. LIPS 0^ TIffi BOTTOM 0? TEE SEA. Uk min., on loan).
A-lb.

E/ll THE LITTLE BT-TGIME . (German soundtrack, 11 min., on
loan).

This is a cartoon after Graham Greene's fairytale,
A-18.

LOVELY LAl'IDSCAPES OP GERMAKY. (English or German soundtrack,
IS* mm, color, 22 min., on loan).

This film shov;s some of the pagent and history of

Germany. A-23.

B/12 LOVIS CORINTH—LIPE IN PICTURES . (English soundtrack,
10 min., on loanTI A-I8.

A/26 THE LOVJER RHI^^IB RIVER . (English soundtrack, on loan).
This is a biography. A-lo.

HARIA STUART . (I6 mm, 100 min,, on loan but borrower pays
all the postage, available to colleges only).
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This v;ork by Priedrich Schiller is played by the

Vienna Burgthoater Ensemble, A-6.

I-ETT OF THE ALPS . (Enslich soundtrack, 11 niln. , nor,iinal rent),

This is a film on Si-;it2erland. A-^l.

E/37 V^ 0? YEST^^RDAY--CARS OF TODAY—HIGHl-JAYS OF TOMORROW .

(English soundtrack, 12 min. , on loan)".

This is a film on traffic problems. A-l8.

A/25 TIffi KIDDLE RHINE RIVER. (English soundtrack, 1? min.,

on loan)

.

This is a biography, A-l8,

A/30 TIffi MIRACULOUS WINDOVJ , (English soundtrack, color,

15 min. , on loan").
This is a Christmas fairytale. A-l8.

B/13 MODERTm CHURCH BUIIDINGfS IN GERMAriY. (English sound-
track, 13 min., on loan) , A-l5T

E/3I}. MORE SPACE FOR OUR CHILDRBT'T , (English soundtrack,
III min. , on loan)

,

This is a film on children's playgrounds, A-l8,

MOZART »S "DIE STTTFUEHRir'TC- AUS DEM SERAIL" EXCERPTS .

^T6~mm, color, 30 m.in. , on loan but borrower pays all
postage)

.

This is performed by the German Vienna State Opera
Ensemble, A-6.

MOZART'S "DIE HOCHZBIT PES FIC-ARO " EXCERPTS . (l6 mm, color,
30 min., on loan but the borrower pays all postage).

This is performed by the Vienna State Opera Ensemble.
A-6.

MOZART'S "DOT GIOVAKTTI" EXCERPTS . (German soundtrack, 16 ttm,

color, i4.3 miin. , on loan but borrower pays all postage).
This is performed by the Vienna State Opera Ensemble.

A-6.

A./6 MUNICH. (English soundtrack, coior, 16 min., on loan).
A-id.

KUSIK FUSH DIE VJELT . (16 mm, 12 min., on loan but borrower
pays all postage).

This shows the reconstruction of the Vienna State
Opera after World War II. A-6.

MCHTS, I'JE'^m PER TRUFEL KAM . (97 min., rental basis).
This film is based on facts of the last days of ¥orld

V7ar II. A-8.
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THE T>IEW LOOK OP KAI'SmG . (16 mm, color, on loan).
TEis interesting film has no coramentary other than

the sounds of the city. A-23.

E/20 tee i^IORTH-BALTIC SEA CHATT^EL. (2^ min. , on loan). A-I8.

OASS:^T PER STILEE RUi'JD UX WIS?!" . (no narration, 16 mm, color,

r2 min., on loan "out borrower pays all postage, sound).

A stroll thorough the meadows and parks of Eastern
Austria is shown in this film. A-6.

S/35 OLD PEOPLE TODAY . (English soundtrack, 11 min., on

loan).
This film is on Social Institutions for the aged.

A-18.

S/25 OLYl^PIC EQLiESTRIAE TO^JRTTA^STJT Ilf STOCKHOLM . (English
soundtrack, 26 min., on loan) . A-lb. "

^

OTl WIYG-S 0? SOTTG-S ( V/IEi-lER SAEITGSRKMBEI^T ) . (sound, no narra-
tTon, 16 mr.'i, l5 r^in. , on loan but borrower pays all
postage )

.

The songs are sung by a group of Wiener Spitzbuben . -,

A-6.

E/26 0^ WAY. (15 min., on loan). A-I8.

B/15 T^ PAiypIER 0? ORPESUS—!-7ALTER G-ILLES . (English
soundtrack, 10 min., on loan).

This film is about the work of V/alter Gilles. A-I8,

C/5 PART'^TERS AT WORK. (English soundtrack, 12 min., on loan).
This film is about the voice of the worker in Cci-'man

industry. A-I8.

PARTS 0? SPEECH . (English soundtrack, II4. min., nominal
rent)"!! A-"^l

.

V33 PEACE OTT EARTH . (C-erman soundtrack, 10 min., color, on

loan).
This film is about mangers from the Alps. A-lo.

A/II4 PSSTALOZZI'S BIG FAMILY . (English soundtrack, 12 min.,
on loan)

.

This film is about the spirit and life in children's
villages. A-iS.

D/23 TIE PLOT AGAINST THE DIGITITY 0? MAF . (English sound-
track, 12 min. , on loan)

.

This is a documentary on the huiaan life in connection
with the Wall in Berlin. A-l5.
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POSTCARD PROM OBSRAI-g-'IBRGAU . (English soundtrack, 16 mm,

color, 19 min., on loan).
This film of Oberamraergau shows bearded farmers and

woodcarvers. It is a way of life from another age.

A-23.

D/30 RESISTA^TCB . (English soundtrack, 55 rnin., on loan).

This is a film about opposition against the Hitler
Regime. A-l3,

TES REVOLT OP GUNj^fER ASH . (German or English soundtrack.

Too min., rental basis).
Based on the novel of the same name by Hans Helmut

Kirat, this film v/as set in a German military camp.

A-8.

RHI7ME . (English soundtrack, 11 min., nominal rent).
This film has a background for Social Studies. A-51.

THE RHIT'JE—LIFESTREAM OP E'JROFE . (English soundtrack, l6 ram,

color, LO min., on loan)

.

German history is shown through a trip dovm the Rhine.

A-23.

RISE A'MD PALL OP T^IAZI GERHATTY. (English soundtrack, l8 rain.,

nominal rent). A-^1.

RISE 0? ADOU HITLER . (I^nglish soundtrack, 2? min., nominal

rentTi
You are there. A-51.

ROADS --ARTERIES OP LIFE. (English soundtrack, 16 mm, color,

13 min. , on loan)

.

A history of Bavaria's highways is presented from
present time back to Titus Livius. A-23.

B/9 ROBERT KOCH—BE^EPA CTOR OP H'JI4AyiTY . (English sound-
track, lb, min. , on loan).

This is a film about Robert Koch and hJ.s fight
against tuberculosis. A-l8.

ROMJiT'GE OP OLD GERMAN TOVJMS . (English soundtrack, 16 mm,

color, 22 min., on loan).
You are carried back to the past as it is re-lived

in the Gothic and Renaissance architecture so

treasured by many of Germany's cities and tovrns. A-23.

A/18 R OTHE:^tBI]RG POR EXAMPLE . (English soundtrack, 12 min.,
on loan)

.

This film shovxs the history of the constitution of

the city of Rothenburg O./Tauber. A-l8.
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G/2 tie RUHR—V/ORKSHOP FOR EIROPS , (English sound ti-'ack,

c ol or , 5U !^-in., on loanK
Life in and around the coal mines is shown in this

filrn. A-18.

a/21 RiPvAL HOLIDAYS . (English soundtrack, color, 10 min.

,

on loan").
This film shows the custoi-as in Bavaria, A-lo.

SAAT GEIiT AUP , DIE. (l6 mm, color, 23 min. , on loan but
borrower pays all the postage).

This is a film about the life of Archduke Johann of

Austria. A -6.

C/6 SALT . (German soundtrack, color, 12 min., on loan).
The history of salt mining is told in this film.

A-lS.

SCIiATZ SES ABE'iELA'lDBS . (16 mm, color, 16 m^in., on loan but
borrower pays all postage).

A view of the oldest and most important collection of

crov;n jewels in the western world is seen as the former
Imperial Treasure in Vienna. A-6. '

'

SCHEIIC'^T . (16 mm, 12 min., on loan but the borrower pays all
the postage).

This film shows the pagent of the struggle betxveen

winter and spring. The pagent dates back to pre-
Christian tirries. A-6.

SCHOE'^RIT^T , LEGEi'ID 11" TliE SUl?LIGnT . (English soundtrack,
TTmra, color, 15 min., on loan but borrower must pay all
postage )

.

This is one of Austria's most beautiful castles: A

magnificent example of baroque art. A-6.

B/6 the sculptor GERHARD MARCK3 . (German soundtrack, 13 min.,

on loan)

.

This film is about the work of Gerhard Marcks. A-18,

• SHIP I'T A P OTTLE . (German soundtrack, 16 mm, color, l5 m.in.,

on loan)

.

A colorful old sea captain entertains tvjo boys with
tales of the high seas, describes the modern harbor of

Hamburg and keeps them fascinated with the almost for-
gotten skill of building miniature replicas of boats in
bottles. A-23.

SIEET-TT T-TIGHT . HOLY MIGHT . (16 mjr., sound, no narration,
11 min., on loan but borrower pays all postage).

In this film Chris tm.as Eve is spent in the little
Austrian village where Silent Hight was composed. A-6,
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SITTGEITDES DBUTSCHLAllP . (German folk songs, no dialog, 16 mm,

black and white, 13 Kiin. , on loan).
German folk songs are played and sung in their

original setting in this film. A-23.

S/31 SKULLS A¥D_ OARS . (English soundtrack, 11 min., on

l"ban) . A-l8.

a/23 ^^ SOCCER STADIUK. (English soundtrack, color, I|0 min.,

on loan). ^
This is a youth and sports ^iim. A-lo.

E/36 SOCIAL SECIJHITY. (English soundtrack, 13 min., on

loan).
This is a film on the application of the law xn

Freiburg. A-l8.

B/11 sorcerer ^S APPRE^TTICES in UIM. (English soundtrack,

12 min., on loan).
The life of the students of the Art School is shown

in this film. A-lS.

THE SPANISH RIDI^TG SCHOOL . (English soundtrack, 16 mm,

black and white or color, 16 min., on loan but the

borrov:er nays all the postage).
The famous X'Jhite Lipizzan stallions perform the haute

ecole . A-6.

STEPATT LOCHTgR . (German or English soundtrack, 16 mm,

23 min., on loan).
This is a film on Stefan Lochner. A-23.

STEPHA'TSDOH . (16 ima, 20 min., on loan but borrower pays

all r.ostsge).
This film is about Vienna ^s beloved landmark, St.

Stephen's Cathedral. A-6.

STILLS GROSSSS . DIE. (16 mm, 12 min., on loan but borrower
pays all postage).

This is a film on Austria's foremost Baroque sculptor,

Georg Raphael Donner, A-6.

D/29 a street ITT 'ilT^TESS . (English soundtrack, 26 min.,

on loan)

.

This documentary film is about the Bernauer Strasse
in Berlin. A-l6.

A/20 STHDE^TTS PT 3ERLITJ. (English soundtrack, 12 min., on

loan).
The Free University is shovrn in this film. A-lo,
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E/k Sm-!DAY PARENTS , (English soundtrack, 10 rain., on loan).

This film shov:s how orphans spend weekends with
different families. A-I8.

SUPERJST TO GSRKAJTY. (English soundtrack, 25 min. , on loan).

sqr^.

SUPER JET TO SWITZERLAl^TD . (English soundtrack, 2$ min., on

loan). A-li-'^

E/lk SWI^TG KIGH—SWI^G LOW. (German or English soundtrack,

color, 13 min., on loan).
Physics on the fairground is the subject in this film.

A-13.

D/12 TEH r'^ARS C-ERETSRIED . (English soundtrack, color, 13

min. , on loan)

.

This film shows the development of a refugee
community. A-l3.

D/lO TEST FOR THE VJEST . (English soundtrack, 26 min., on

loan). o
This documentary film is a Berlin chronicle. A-lo.

D/17 THEY ARE AFRAID OF EVERY DAW. (English soundtrack,

25 min . , on loan).
This is a docum.entary on the expulsion of families

near the iron curtain. A-l3.

THIS IS AUSTRIA . (English soundtrack, I6 mm, color,

23 min., on loan but borro^^er pays all postage).
This film shows the country *s beauty, it's people,

resources, industry and art. A-6.

E/9 time flies . (German soundtrack, 2? rain., on loan).
This is a history of Lufthansa German Airlines.

A-18.

TIROLER VJEIH?'^CHTSKRIPPET'T . (16 mm, color, l5 m.in. , on loan
but borrower pays all postage).

This film, takes place in the Tyrolean village of

Thaur, in the Alpine mountains, where the art of carving
the figures and animals in the typical Weihnachtskrippe
is still flourishing. A-6.

A/16 22 I'iASTER LIFE . (English soundtrack, 12 min., on loan).
The work and meaning of adult education is the subject

of this film.. A-I8.

E/6 TOO MA'^ A'TIMALS I^ TrIE HOUSE . (German soundtrack, 22
min. , on loan)

.

This film sho^^rs joy and sorrow of an animal lover,
A-18.
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2/S IM TP-'^'SmE 0? TIE ROYAL RESIDENCE 117 MDITICH. (English
soundtrack, color, 11 rrj.n., on loan). A-lo.

TRIER . (English soundtrack, 16 ran, 1$ rain., color, on loan).
This is a filra on Gerraany's oldest city. A-23.

TRIUrTPH PER PAREE. (16 mra, color, 10 rain., on loan but the
borrower pays all postage).

This filra shows the work of Paul Trogcr, Austrian
Baroque painter. A-6.

C/7 TUl-r-igL FOR EUROPE . (English soundtrack, color, 12 rain.,

on loan').
This filra is about the tunnel under the JTorth Sea,

the Baltic Sea Channel. A-l8.

ULM , TIE CITY 0? THE CATHEDRAL . (English soundtrack, 16 ram,

col or"] T^ rain . , on loan)

.

Life in this fishing town on the Danube centers
around their historic Cathedral. The view frora it's
spire, the tallest in the v/orld, is breathtaking. A-23.

A/17 UI'rv'ERSITY BjTIDI^TG-S . (English soundtrack, 13 rain., on
loan)

.

This is a filra about new buildings for the institutes
of higher learning. A-l8.

A/21!. ^lE ^OPPER RHIIE^ RIVER. (English soundtrack, 2[|. rain.,

on loan)

.

This filra is a biography. A-lS.

A/29 UPH'R S'uEBIA . (English soundtrack, color, 19 rain.,

on loanTT
This filra is about the countryside and counti'ylife,

A-13.

S/27 VIA AURELIA . (English soundtrack, color, 29 ra.in., on
loan)

.

This filra is a visit to Rorae, A-l8,

VIER J•AHRESZSITST'^ DIE . (Gerra.an soundtrack, 16 mm, color,
15 rain. , on loan but borrower pays all postage).

This filra shows the four seasons in the province of
Carintliia with Haydn's oratorio as background music,
A-o.

D/13 VILLAGE BEHI>^ BARBED l^IRE . (English soundtrack,
10 rain. , on loan")

.

This is a docuraentary filra. A-l8.
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VISIOTIAERES BAR PC?:. (16 mm, color, 10 min. , on loan but the
borrower pa;;,^s all postage).

This film shovs the v;ork: of Kartin Johann Schmidt,
better knoi-m as "Ivreraser Schmidt", the famous Austrian
Baroque painter. A-6.

VOM ALPSrTSTOCK ZuT-I KANDAHAR . (16 m:-ri, 1^ min., on loan but
borrower pays aTi the postage).

This film tells the history of skiing in Austria to
Vv'inter Olympics in Aspen, Colorado, 1952. A-6.

D/5 TEE WALL. (English soundtrack, .U8 min., on loan). ' -'^

This is a documentary film. A-l3.

C/3 VJATSR FILLS TIiE VALLEY . (German soundtrack, 16 min.,
orTloan;. A-IB". '

I
..

D/lk V/HERS DID ^HS DOLLAR GO IN GERIIAI-IY? (English sound-
track, 2T5 min. , on' loanT.

This is a documentary film about the early postwar
Germany and Marshall Plan aid. A-l8.

SA2 IvHTRE ELSE ARE CHILDREF SO HAPPY? (English soundtrack,
9 rain. , on loan)

.

This is a story of a children's village, A-l8.

E/7 W?ISRS TRS HOUITTAIIT COCK PLAYS. (German soundtrack,
ll min., on loan]

.

This is a story about the animals in the mountains.
A-18.

ICT STTjDY FOREIGN Li^.NGUAGES ? (English soundtrack, 11 min.,
noj.inal rentT. A-51.

WINGS TO AUSTRIA. (English soundtrack, 16 ram, color, 2?
min., on loan but borrower pays all postage).

This film covers briefly all sides of Austrian life.
A-6 or A-27.

WINGS TO GERMANY. (English soundtrack, color, 2? min.,
on loan) .

The Pan American World Airv/ays makes this picture
available. A.-27.

WINTER HOLIDAYS IN OBERAMt'IERGAlJ. 'Gorman and English sound-
track, l6~mm, color, 15 m.in., on loan).

The snow-covered mountains in Oberammergau are
wonderful for v;inter sports. A-23.

WINTER IM SALZBDRGER LAND . (16 mm, color, 22 min., on loan
but borrower i:c.y3 all postage).

This film shovrs the countryside and famous ski resorts
of Austria in the province of the home of Mozart, A-6.
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WIHTER ni GERKA^TY. (English soundtrack, 16 mm, color,
19 min. , on loan)

.

This film includes scenes irom the Bavarian Alps and
Forest, Allgaeu, Black Forest, Harz Mountains, Sauerland
and others. A-23.

A/13 W0LFS3URC—CITY IT-IDER COI^FSTRUCTIO^T. (English sound-
track, color, 11 min., on'loan7.

This film is about the birthplace of the famous
Volksv;agen. A-l3.

E/iS your city . (German or English soundtrack, 15 min., on
loan)

.

This is a report on the welfare of Trier. A-l3.

A/lO YOUTH IN FREEDOM . (English soundtrack, 12 min., on
loan)

.

This film is a survey of German youth. A-l3.

A/19 YOUTH 0^1 TIffi ROAD . (English soundtrack, 12 min., on
loan)

.

This is a film about youth hostels in Germany.
A-13.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

In this section one will find books, film.s, tapes,

and similar mate::-"ials which are definitely of an instruc-

tional nature, having been constructed for the expressed

purpose of classroom use.

There are mcny other items available which may be

obtained from the publishers listed in Appendix B, This

list was compiled from those books, films, tapes, and other

materials which are ^-enerally considered to be useful with

the audio lingual or direct methods and e:ccludes, for the

most part, those item.s which would not fit this description.

Books .

A-L-M GERMAN: LEVEL C^, TYO, TrIREE . A^rp FQIR by Mary P.
Thompson, George V/inkler, and consultants. New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1961.
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This is a complete kit of student and teacher's
materials for the be.-rinning oral-aural period. It

includes texts, etc., and records. The student materials
are in l5 separate booklets to be handed out as lessons
are being learned. The course of study is divided into
II4. units'^ each vrith its basic conversation and ample
exercises. The Teacher's Manual, besides implicit
instructions and explanations for all exercises, contains
excellent tests fox* each unit.

The recordings are clear and well-enunciated. The
lessons are based on proper grammar sequence, easily
introduced by the conversations and learned through the
drills which accompany each unit. The material is varied
and the lessons can be easily am.plified and adapted to
teacher use. Audio-lingual skills are developed first.
Practice records are intended for student homework.
Level One is appropriate for a typical school year's
work of five Ii^-rninute periods a week. Level Tv;o, Three,
and Pour have been published also. These are developed
from the Glastonbury Materials, and they are produced by
the Modern Language Materials Development Center under
an T'lDEA contract and tested in WEA Institutes and in
pilot schools, A-25.

TH5 BASIC GERMAJ£ WORD SERIES by Alan J, Pfeffer, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., "isQ.].,

This series uses the 1,263 most common German words
and the most common phrases and idioms, scientifically
gathered, and English definitions in order of their most
com,mon usage.

The Basic (Spoken) German V/ord List—Grundstufe $2.00,
The Index of English Equivalents for the Basic (Spoken)

German VJord List--Grundstuf e, $2,50, A-Ij.0,

CULTURAL GRADED READI'P.S , ALTERNATE GERMAN SERIES ; INTERMEDIATE
New York; American Book Company, 1957*^ '^B, '59, and
'60. 5 volumes.

I. Schweitzer , II. Thomas Mann , III. Heine ,

IV. Beethcv e--! , V. Steinmetz . These booklets contain
good information that will appeal to high school students
and m^ature junior high students. This alternate series
is actually more interesting than the first series of
cultural readers because of the choice of world-famous
personalities. Exercises are simple, varied, and help-
ful. The questions test comprehension; the vocabulary
exercises focus on words and word families and idio-
matic expressions. A-2.

CULTURAL GRADED READERS , GERMAN SERIES ; EI£?IElvrTARY by C. R.
Goedsche and V/, E, Glaettle, Nex^j York; American Book
Comipany, 1955* 5 volumes.
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I, Sutter , II. Steuben , III. Csrl Schurz ,

^' Ein stein , V. Klelnstadt in Amerika" Interesting
inf ornation about C-ermsn-i"~mericans who made great con-
tributions to their adopted country. The exercises are
simple, varied, and helpful. A-2.

DAS pOPPELTE LOTTCHEF hy Erich Kastner. New York: Appleton-
Cenfury-Grofts, 1953.

A very charming story is told of twin sisters who
reconcile their divorced parents (the source of the
recent Disney movie, "The Parent Trap").

This is not "manufactured" G-erraan, but the language
of German children. This makes some passages a bit
difficult, but the high interest level and genuine humor
carry the reader over the more difficult spots. For the
second semester of Level II or for rapid reading at
Level III. A-3.

PER BLI'PE GERQ"IHO JJED SEIIT BPJJDBR by Arthur Schnitzler.
Boston: D'.""G. Heath and' "Company, 1959 (Rev. Ed.)

This IToyelle is well edited and all the difficult
terms are explained in German in the footnotes, so the
reader does not need to skip from the German text to an
English explanation, A German-English end-vocabulary ...
just in case] Pine, thought-provoking story for high
school. A-11.

DEOTSCH, ERSTBS BUCH,
DSUTSGH , ZWEITES EU-GH,

DRiTTES BUGH by Hugo Mueller. Wisconsin: Bruce
Publishing Company, Milv;aukee. Complete tapes, teachers
guides, exercises, tests and keys are available for each
of the 3 books.

The first book of the series is a truly modern text
based on the latest methodology. It stresses the teach-
ing of "spoken" German, stresses pattern drills, and
presents the gramjnar in an effective and efficient way,
based on structural linguistic analysis. Students
actually learn to speak and understand German, especially
if they are able to practice xvith the accompanying tapes.

The second book is an interesting and very difficult
text x-/hich could be used as a basic text in Level IV, or
later. The basic texts in each lesson are taken from
the German nevjspsper. Die Welt , adapted somewhat.

The third book covers the stylistics of the German
language. 'A-9.
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' DBUTSCH FJJR AUSLAIIDER , TEIL 3..

EeUTSCH F^ AUSLArlDElT , TEIL 3b. by Herman Kessler, Germany:
Verlag fur SprachmethodiirT

The Kessler series, especially the first part, is one
of the very best te:\tbooks and since the revision of
part 2 in 196l\ the entire series has been strengthened.

Parts 1 and la, and 2 and 2a are available separately
or together in hardback editions. A-l|9.

DEUTSCIiE C-ES PRAGUE by E. P. Appelt and A. M. Hanhardt.
BostoiTl t). C. Heath and Company, 191+7.

Short conversations and longer playlets follox^jed by
exercises grouped in three categories: (a) questions
about the dialog, (b) grammar and vocabulary exercises,
(c) ideas for dialog adaptations or conversations similar
to the basic one. Contents seem somewhat artificial and
insipid. We do not believe students would be happy memo-
rizing these conversations, but they would be interested
to read them and talk about them, A-11.

DEUTSCHE HORSPIELE by Herbert W. Reichert. New York:
Appleton-Century-Crof ts , 19^9.

Pour radio plays, lively and up-to-date, include
mystery, comedy, and serious drama, and are set in
post-ii7ar Germany, Introductions, questions, good end-
vocabulary, A-3,

DBUTSCIIER ALLTAG: EITT GESPRACHSBUCH FUR AUSLA^IDER . 3rd
edition, by Johanna Plaarer. Germany: Max Hueber Verlag,
Amalienstrasse, IlCfnchen, I960.

In organization and intent, very close to a cultural
reader. The utterances rather long to be memorized, but
since the book is to be used with rather advanced stu-
dents the conversations can be read as dialogs and their
content can be discussed in German, There is no actual
word-study exercise in this book and all phrases and
idioms or even words are explained in German. The
situations are culturally authentic and realistic, and
they will interest young people. The book does not try
to be "funny" and is very refreshing and pleasant. A-3l|.

DEUTSCHLA^^D REVUE , periodical ed. by Franz F. Schwarzenstein.
Germany: Hoffmann and Campe Verlag, Quarterly.

Strong appeal for adolescents (clothing styles, etc.)
Very up-to-date in appearance. The translation permits
better description and would encourage the reading of the
German because of ease of reference, A-I7,

DIE V/ELT IM SPIEL by E, M, Fleissner. New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts , 1958,

It is hard to decide whether this is an elementary
reader containing easy playlets and conversations or an
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actual conversation book, but It is definitely written
for oral work. The language and content are easy enough
for high school classes and the conversations and plays
might be acted out in class sessions or during meetings
of the German club. Word study is very good, exercises
are few but varied. A-3.

ELEMEITTARY GERLIAN SERIES , BOOKS OTTE TO FIVE by Peter Kagboldt,
Boston: 'D'. C. Heath and Company, 1957.

I. Alleries , II. Fabeln , III. Anekdoten und
Erzahlunq;en , IV. Eulenspief^el und Kunchhausen , V, Eunf
berfihriite K^'rchen .

Five little readers which can be bought separately.
The language is graduated in difficulty; so are the
exercises. The interest level is not uniformly high.
Allerlei is devoid of interest and bores students with
constant repetition of sentences written only to teach
easy vocabulary. Fabeln is much better, Anekdoten und
Erz'dhlun,?:en might interest the younger students with its
stories of kings and noblemen and little historic anec-
dotes. K'u'nchhausen und Eulenspiegel is by far the best
of ^^the five . Funf berUhmte Marehen brings us "The
"Hansel and Gretel," and others. A-11.

FIRST BOOK PI GERMAN, new edition by James A. Chiles, Josef
!7iehr and Jack R. Moeller. Illinois: Ginn and Company,
1963. t5.60.

This revised version has been brought up to date in
factual content and modern usage. It specifically is
intended for audio-lingual use. Tapes, teacher's guide
and key, and student practice records are available for
use with the text, A-2I4.,

FOITMDATION COURSE TH GERMT-T by Conrad P. Homberger and John
P. Ebelke. Massachusetts: D. C, Heath and Company,
I96I1. J;-5.75.

Tapes 7 reels - 7", $70,00; Phonograph records (6) - 7",
$8.00.

This course, complete with all the new "gadgetry",
is designed along lines of the direct method, A-11,

GERMAN CLUB MANUAL by Emma Marie Birlcmaier, New York:
Thrift Press, Ithaca, 19lj9.

Unusually good in the rich variety of suggestions to
stimulate interest and activity through the club. It
not only offers concrete help but also gives full direc-
tions for procuring more help, A-l|6.

THE GERMAN HERITAGE by Reginald Phelps and Jack Stein, New
York: Holt, Rinehart and V/inston, 1958.

This is a very fine cultural text for high school,
A-26, ,
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A GRAI#!AR 0F_ TI^ GERM^T LANGUAGE by George 0. Curme. New
York: Ungar Publishing Company, 19^2 (2nd ed.)

The standard American reference grammar. An invalu-
able reference work v:hich should be in the possession of
every teacher of German, Not a historical grammar, but
a descriptive grammar of the written and spoken language.
Very detailed, but the excellent indexes permit ready
reference. A-i^.8.

HANS UND V/ILLI ; TEN GERMAN ONE-ACT PLAYS by Milo Sperber.
New York: Appleton-Century-Crof ts, 1955. $1.50.

Plays suitable for Ist-year reading or performance.
There are small casts and amusing situations. A-3,

KMffiL, MEINE SCHUHB I by Georg Proschl, Boston: D, G.
Heath and Company, 1939. (paper $1,00),

A little detective story about the loss of a pair of
precious shoes. Nicely illustrated. Questions for each
chapter. Vocabulary in a separate but attached book-
let, visible page by page, A-11.

H^ GUT ZU by Gerard P. Schmidt, New York: Mcraillan
Company.

This supplemental reader can be used either as a

beginning reader and/or as an aural skills stimulator
for German I students or at the intermediate level where
aural skills have not been stressed earlier. A-36,

HOR ZU UND RAT MITI by Gustave Mathleu and Guy Stern.
New York: McGraw-Hill.

This item could be very helpful for second semester
or second year students in developing listening skills,
A -35.

KULTURLESEBUCH FIB
'

anFANGER by Harry Steinhauer. New York:
Mcmillan Company, 1961.

Good short readings, poetry which Is easy to under-
stand, and a great variety of simple stories. No transi-
tion from one section or story to the next; no obvious
plan except to offer simple, cultural reading material.
Some of the "humorous" stories are not funny at all.
The captions for the pictures are in English, No
exercises, A-36,

. , , LACHT AM BESTEN by Peter Pabrlzius, New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1957. $2.25,

Another collection of 21 simple and humorous stories,
short and ,Q;raded in difficulty. It will be read with
ease and pleasure, A-3.
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LERFEI^T SIE DEUTSCH I by Oscar C. Burkhard and Edwin P.
Menze. New York: Holt, Rlnehart and Winston, 1955.

Basic grariimar, intergraded readings, and conversa-
tional drill. Can very easily be adapted to the oral
approach. A-26.

LIEBB AUP DEH DRITTEN' BLICK by Robert A. Baker. Boston:
IT," "C. Heath and Company, 191-I-6.

A love story with an American college campus setting.
For 2nd and 3i'd semester, A variety of exercises.
Questions and self-tests on vocabulary, Pranktur print,
A-11.

PETER KAT PBCH by Arnold Littmann. ^lew York: Holt Rinehart
and V/inston, 1961,

A suspenseful plot of the Em.il und die Detektive type,
located in present-day East and V/est Berlin. The main
characters are adolescents who speak a natural language
which will appeal to American students. The exercises
are varied and unusual. A-26.

PIMKTCHEN U^ID ATTTOTT BY Kastner. New York: Adler's Poreign
Books.

A very interesting mystery story, culturally authentic,
written for children in colloquial German. It lends
itself excellently to conversation. No notes or end-
vocabulary are included. A-7 (under Adler).

REPORTER IN DEUTSCHLA^ID by Viola Herms Drath and John
V/inkeTnarT; New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1959.
(Tapes on loan for duplication or for sale).

In trying to cover every aspect of culture, this
book overwhelms the reader. The chapters are well
written and the illustrations up-to-date, but the exercises
are limited to questions and sentence translations.
Suitable for conversation practice. A-26.

RSVIEW AND PROGRESS IN GERMN by W. P. Lehmann and others.
New yoriel Holt, Rinehart and V7inston, 1959.

TMs book covers very thoroughly all major points of
written grammar and deals briefly with spoken grammar.
Readings are simple. Exercises are so plentiful and
varied that the teacher may select either oral or written
ones for class or homework assignments. Pattern drills,
irovd formation exercises, index are included. The only
defect is a somewhat cluttered lay-out, A-26,

SAG'S AUP DEUTSCH I A FIRST BOOK FOR GERMAN CO?TVERSATION by
C. R. Goedsche. New York: Appleton-Centurv-Crofts

.

195U (2nd ed.) $1.95.
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Fifteen conversations, each preceded by a picture and
a descriptive narrative, setting the stage for the con-
versation. Fifteen additional short conversations.
Exercises are included. A-3.

TYPISCH DEUTSCH ? by Otto Graf. New York: Holt, Rinehart
^ aE3~lVinston, 1959. .$3.60.

A very clever and original series of sketches con-
trasting German attributes with American ones. These
humorous vignettes and their lively illustrations vjill
appeal to high school students and at the same time teach
some rather profound insights into German and American
characteristics. A-26.

VERSTEHETT UKD SPRECHEN by Helmut Rehder, Ursula Thomas,
Freem.an Twa'ddell and Patricia O'Connor. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and V/inston.

This book is very similar to those of the ALM series.
In some ways it is considered better in others not as
good.

Subsequent levels have recently become available.
This series is available with tapes, records, teacher's
manual and flash cards. A-26.

VOM BILD ZUM WORT: EIN BUCH F]JR SPRECH- UTTO AUFSATZIIBTOTGEN
by' Werner Neuse. lle\^ York: W. W. Norton and Company,
1953 (2nd ed.)

Tiventy-one vxordless sequences of pictures with appro-
priate vocabulary for each picture. The student is to
talk about the picture stories or write conversations or
narratives vzith the help of the oral work done in class.
There are exercises designed for word-study and grammar
review. The more difficult words, structures, and
exercises are starred, so they can be left out by a less
advanced class. Due to the flexibility of pictures and
vocabulary this book lends itself to a variety of exer-
cises at different levels. English and German are never
intermingled. A complete end-vocabulary is included.
A-52.

WER ZULETZT LACIIT by Peter Fabrizius. New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, 1952.

Tv;enty-tv;o very simple stories, amusing but not silly,
that can be read with ease by Level II students. Exer-
cises and vocabulary are included. A-3,

WIR SPIEIEN TI-EATBR by Annabel I-I. Williamson. Boston: D, C.
Heath and Company, 1959.

Contains six short and very easy plays which can be
put on in class \>xithout scenery or properties. Exercises
are included. A-11.
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Charts and Kaps . ,
'

GERMAN GRA^S-IAR . Few York: Educational Audio Visual Inc.
There are five charts. The first four deal x>;ith cases

while the fifth links them all together in showing sentence
and construction. 1. Nomlnative; 2. Accusative; 3. Geni-
tive; Ij.. Dative; 5» Key Sentence Chart. These charts are
30" X li.0" and are in color. A-I3.

GERMAinr .. New York: Educational Audio Visual Inc.
Excellent, cloth wall maps. In color, are approximately

60" X 50". There are two maps: Sy^a Germany—physical map
and 875t) Germany—economic map. A-I3.

GRAJflAR CHART. Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Book, Inc.,
Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc. $1.00.

The follovjlng qualities apply:
Graphic German Grammar Chart
Concise—all essential references on only 6-8 pages.
Convenient—designed to fit all standard notebooks.
Quick—answers appear at a glance.
Clear—highly visible type in red and black.
Practical—excellent Illustrative sentences.
Useful—Invaluable aid for reference and review.
Complete—all grammar essentials at your fingertips,
A-10.

WALL CHARTS. V/isconsin: Bruce Publishing Company.
Twelve full-color situation charts, 27x36 inches,

ready for mounting and immediate use with Introductory
course of Deutsch textbooks by Hugo Mueller. A-9.

Films .

ALLEREEI . (2 G 105 color) iLi. min., $1^0, Rental $7.50,
Student Handbook, 39/,

This German language film, suitable for Intermediate
students, presents some aspects of life in present-day
West Germany. Written and spoken by Keno Spann, PhD.,
Northwestern University, the film provides functional
vocabulary, a wealth of idiomatic expression and with its
paced delivery should contribute to the Improvement of
conversational skill. Included in the film are vievjs of
festivals, Germany's largest steel center, farm life,
hand crafts and a wedding in an area where ancient customs
prevail. This film also takes a look at modern industry.
A-29.

DAS FLIEGE?IDE KLASSENZIMMER . (LG 53, black and white, 90 min.,
10-year lease7T9ji^ Rental: apply).

This film is adapted from Erich Kastner's novel "DAS
FLIEGEI^IDE KLASSEI^II4MER " . It has English and German
subtitles, A-29.
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PER RH5BT . (2 G 6 color, l!]. min., $135, rental $8.00, Stu-
dent Handbook 59iZ^. IBM Practice Tape of soundtrack—32
min., price $7.50).

This film is a trip along the Rhine from Koln to Mainz
and is suitable for 2nd year German students who have
been prepared for it. The commentator is Ruth Pressell,
Chairman of the Department of Foreign Languages at
Roosevelt High School, Chicago. A-29.

DSR SCH\:AR2V/ALD . (2 G 102 color, 12 min., $135, rental
f;'6.00, Student Handbook 39j^, IBM Practice Tape of sound-
track—23 min., price $7.50).

This film has scenes from the Black Forest, villages,
farms and resorts and is suitable for intermediate classes.
The narration, vocabulary and exercises are by Meno Spann,
Ph.D., \Torthwe stern University. A-29.

DIE BEZAUBER^^E SCHWEIZ. (2 G10l| color, l5 min., $l50,
rental C'a.50'TT

This film is on scenic Svjitzerland and is on an
intermediate German level. A handbook is available.
The film narration and handbook are by Meno Spann, Ph.D.,
T^Torthweatern University. A-29.

DIE TIERE TN DER STADT . (2 G 8, Black and white, 12 min.,

'v75, rental $5 . 00 , Student Handbook 39;^, German sound-
track) .

This film is suitable for students with only one
semester of German. It is a simple account about ani-
mals, wild and domestic, living in a city environment.
The narration is slow, distinct and in present tense.
The film was photographed in Munich. A-29.

DU BIST DIE 1-/BLT FUR MICH- -THE RICHARD TAUSER STORY . (10?
min . , long term lease $[],95) •

Rudolph Schock plays the part of Richard Tauber.
Melodies and other classics played bv the Vienna Symphony
Orchestra. Parts from "Troubador," "Aida," "Rigoletto,"
and "Evangelimann," and the title song, "You Are the
World for Me." A-29. .. •

,

EMIL Uf'TD DIE DSTEKTIVE . Hew York: Holt Rinehart and Winston,
i9liF.

A film is available about this interesting detective
story. The language is colloquial, conversational, and
verj appropriate for students who have done much aural-
oral work. A-26.

FAUST . (15U min. in color, long term lease $1350)
Goethe's classic with Gustav Grundgens as Mephisto.

In German. Also available in parts as follows:



Scenes 1 to 3 $275
Scenes k and 5 200
Scenes 6 and 7 275
Scenes 8 to 13 275
Scenes Ik to 21 275
Scenes 22 to 2$, 27

$ll;75
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Part I 25 min.
Part II 18 min.
Part III 25 min.
Part IV 2.'^ min.
Part V 25 min.
Part VI 16 min.

A-29.

HMURG, DIE HATTSESTADT . (1 G 5 color, 10 min., $120,
renta'rT7.30, Student Handbook 39^, IBM Practice Tape of
soundtrack—16 min., price $7.50).

This film is suitable for only 1 semester of German if
they are prepared for it. It shows a German city and
introduces the students to its people. A-29.

HEIDELBERG . (2 G 7 color, lli min., Ol50, rental $8.50,
Student Handbook 39j^, IBM Practice Tape of soundtrack— 2Li

min. , price $7.50)

.

This film may be used as early as 2nd semester in
high school. A mother and daughter tour interesting
points in Germany. The commentator is Ruth Pressell,
Roosevelt High School, Chicago. A-29.

OBERBAYERTT. (2 G 103 color, l5 min., $l50, rental $8.50,
Student Handbook 39^, IBM Practice Tape of soundtrack

—

32
min., price $7.50).

Life in Upper Bavaria is the subject matter of this
intermediate level film. The narration, exercises and
vocabulary are by Meno Spann, Ph.D., I^orthwestern
University. A-29.

ROMiAHTISCHE STADTE . (2 G 101 color, 13 min., $135, rental
37.50, Student Handbook 39^, IBM Practice Tape of sound-
track~23 min., price $7.50).

A teaching film shows points of interest in the cities
of Munich, Dlnkclsbuhl and Rothenburg. This film is
suitable for intermediate classes. Narration, exercises
and vocabulary are by Meno Spann, Ph.D., Northwestern
University. A-29.

SIT-TGETiDSS DEUTSCHLAND. (2 G 3, black and white, 16 min.,
095, rental ^U.OO).

Fifteen popular songs are illustrated with German
scenes and dances in this film. Words of the songs are
available: single copies are free, in quantity they are
5$^ a copy. (stamps are acceptable). A-29.

miSERE STRASSE . (2 G k, black and white, $95, rental $5.00,
German soundtrack).

This film is for teaching German. It was produced in
Germany and deals with the problem of persuading the city
council to vote to construct a street in a new section of
homes. Commentaries are available at l5p^ each. A-29,
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Fllmstrips .

GERMATTY—HISTORICAL DEVELOPI-ETIT . (720b, black and white).
Tills rilnstrip was imported from England and was

prepared with the cooperation of the German government.
It is in black and white. A-13.

GSRI4ATTy—SCSTISRY AW PEOPLE . (720a, black and white).
This filmstrlp was imported from England and was pre-

pared with the cooperation of the German government. A-I3,

LIVING in WEST GERKAHY. (A296-6).
Tnis films trip shows the North Plain, central and

southern uplands and the Rhine Valley, with special
emphasis on industrial development in the Ruhr. A-I3.

Records .

EASY GBRIl'^H . New York: Educational Audio Visual, Inc.
These are short situation stories in modern practical

German. Excellent exercises in grammar are provided.
Text is completely in German. A-I3.

FAUST , PER TRAGODIE ERSTER TEIL. ?Tew York: Educational
Audio Visual,

In den Hauptrollen: Horst Caspar, Erich Ponto, Antje
V/eisgerber, Pita Benkhoff , Ulrich Kaupt, Herman Schomberg,
Erami Graetz. Regie: Wilhelm Semmelroth. Textbuch,
A-13.

GERMl^T CHRISTMAS S_ONGS. New York: Folkways Records and
Service Corp.

Sung by Ernst Wolff, Tenor. Appropriate for listening
and imitation. Well-known songs of the Christmas season.
Melody with text would add to value of record, though
most of the melodies are familiar. A-16.

GERMAN DRAMA LIBRARY . New York: Educational Audio Visual,
Inc.

Excellent performances by a German Cast. Text is
included. The library Includes four volumes: 1. Goetz
Von Berlichi ngen . Goethe; 2, VJilliam Tell . Schiller;
3. Fsust , Goethe (2 records); and 1|, Maria Stuart ,

Schiller. A-I3.

POETRY OF RILIg; . New York: Educational Audio Visual, Inc.
Read by Lotte Lehman. Goethe: Mlgnon, Wanderers

Nachtlled, Gehelmes, Als ich auf dem Euphrat schiffte;
Morike : Peregrlna I, Gebet, Begegnung, Nlmmersatte

Llebe;
Heine: Dlchterliebe;
Rllke: Ich lebe meln Leben in x-/achsendem Rlngen;
Muller: V/interreise and many others. A-I3.
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SIN-GETT WIR AUF DEUTSCH: BOOK TWO . Illinois: Nell A Kjos
Husic C ompa ny

,

Teacher's book, student's book and records may all be
purchased. In these records, fourty-seven popular German
songs, folk, dialect, descants, rounds, and art songs by
Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert are included. The
records are for advanced students. The singers and
accompanist are excellent and appealing. A-39.

TREASURY OP GERMAU VERSE . New York: Educational Audio
VisuaTT Inc.

Read by Henry Schnitzier, Vogelweide: Elegie;
Gryphius: Eitelkeit der V/elt, Abend;
Gunther: Studentenlied , Das Rosenband;
Claudius: Der Mensch, Abenlied;
Von Goethe: Heidenrb'slein, Willkommen und Abschied,

Der Konig in Thule;
Schiller: Die Teilung der Erde, An die Preude;
Heine: Du bist \-Jie eine Blurae;
Morike: In der Fruhe;
Storm: Die Stadt;
Rilke: Herbs t and many others, A-I3.

Tapes .

THE ADVENTURES OF TILL EULENSPIEGEL . Minnesota: El^IC

Recordings Corp,
An interesting story effectively dramatized. Good

selection of idioms and naturally spoken. Excellent sound
effects. Diction is flawless. Script is complete, idioms
are separately listed and explained, A-lI]..

CHILDREN'S FOLKSONGS OP GERMANY , New York: Educational
Audio Visual, Inc.

Twenty-nine folk songs sung in German include: In
einem kleinen Apfel, Hanschen Klein; Wollt ihr wissen;
and others. Song texts are in German and English. A-I3,

CHILDREN'S SONGS . New York: Educational Audio Visual, Inc.
Charming favorites from abroad, sung by tenor Ernst

Wolff. Contents: A, B, C, die Katze lief in'n Schnee;
Backe, backe Kuchen; Hoppe, hoppe Reiter; Das Steckenp-
ferd; Bauerlein, Bauerlein, tick, tick, tack; Summ summ,
summ Bienchen, and others. A-I3.

CIRCLING THE GLOBE vniTH SPEECH . California: Wilmac Recorders,
l\. vol.

I, Simplified: skiing, boating, farming, and
Christmas.

I: Darmstadt, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Berlin, Mannheim,
Freiburg, Vienna.

II: Plensburg, Hamburg, Lubeck, Reutlingen, Breslau,
Offenbach am Main.
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III: Hamburg, Munich, Isar River, and other places.
Excellent discs with different personalities telling

about their areas, i^ork, and diversions. Voices are clear
and well paced. The diction is good and the speakers are
varied. It would help if slides accompanied these
excellent descriptions. Personal and vivid. These
records have great cultural value, and provide materials
for the more advanced students,

GERMAKT FOLK SOTTGS . New York: Educational Audio Visual, Inc.
The songs are sung by Martha Schlamme with Pete

Seeger accompanying. Included are: Wenn Alle Bruenniein
Pllessen; Da Drobn am Bergal, Rosestock; Yodel Song; Ufra

Berge and others, A-13,

GERMAN FOLK SONGS . New York: Educational Audio Visual, Inc,
Humorous and serious songs include: Horch was kommt

van draussen rein?; Rlesengebirglers Heimatlied; Auf Der
Luneburger Heide; In der Heimat ist es schon; and others.
Notes and complete texts are in German and English. A-I3.

GERMAN STUDENTS' SONGS , New York: Educational Audio
Visual, Inc.

A marvelous collection from the last stronghold of
student singing. Songs are sung by tenor Ernst Wolff.
Contents: alte Burschenherrlichkelt; Studentenleben;
Burschen herausj Crambambull; Was kommt dort von der
Hoeh'; Jonas Die Lore am Tore; Freut euch des Lebens,
and others. A-I3.

imORTAL FOLK SONGS OP GERMANY . New York: Educational
Audio Visual, Inc.

V/ahre Freundschaft soil nichtv;anken; Horch was kommt
von draussen rein; An .d.er Saale hellem Strande; Auf, auf
zum frohlichen Jagen; Annchen von Tharau; and others.
A-13.

I^TTRODUCTION TO GERMN . New York: Educational Audio Visual,
Inc.

The tape/record offers in the form of a conversational
course an outline of German grammar. It includes I8
lessons each on a separate band which introduces the
student to the structure of the German language through a

series of questions which require a knowledge of some
grammatical point to be ansvrered. The student learns to
speak simple everyday German while assimilating the basic
structure. A-I3,

LASSET PT^TS AI3F DEUTSCH SINGEN I Minnesota: EMC Recordings
Corp.

This tape is Introduced and taught by native speakers
accompanied by band. There are humorous, lively songs
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with good tempo and clear recordings. Voices are dis-
tinct and musical background is varied from German Band
to Swing Band, This tape is for senior students, A-li|..

OFERATIOl^T STETHOSCOPE . Germany: James E, Merrill,
Tapes are sent by-weekly by airmail, l8 in a school

year. Two series are sent: "Regular" has i^O^ English
commentary and helps; "X" has no English. Each tape is
one 3 Inch 3 3/U ips, dual-track 25 minutes.

Fresh and timely world-affairs, current events,
personal interviews, and candid conversations are sent
on the tapes. The purpose is to reveal the real, modern,
living Germany. Since the price is so nominal, a whole
library of these tapes can be acquired easily. Originals
may be dubbed before they are returned, A-31.

A TREASURY OP GERMAN FOLKSONG . New York: Educational Audio
Visual, Inc,

Muss i denn; In einem kuhlen Grunde; Sah ein Knab

•

ein Roslein steh'n; Kommt ein Vogel geflogen; Am Brunnen
vor dem Tore; Im Wald und auf der Heide; Das Wandern ist
des Mullers Lust; and others, A-I3,

VON MORGENS FRini BIS ABENDS S^, parts I and II, Minnesota:
EMC Recordings Corp., 1956.

The activity of a German family is shown through con-
versations between father, mother, children, their friends,
and a housekeeper. The doctor in his office talks with
patients who have minor illnesses and complaints.
Vocabulary is practical and very usable in everyday situ-
ations. A-II4.,

VON MORGENS FRIH BIS ABENDS SPAT . New York: Educational
Audio Visual, Inc.

This is a taped dramatization of everyday family and
social life in Ger-many. There is a good variety of
voices. Simple everyday vocabulary is employed. This
is excellent for comprehension drill. Contents:
Fruhstuck ist fertig; Guten Morgen, meine Damen und
Herren; Es schlagt halb acht; and others, A-I3,

WIE HEISSE ICH? New York: Educational Audio Visual, Inc.
This is a tape containing exercises suitable for stu-

dents of beginning German. The class is required to
identify historical and fictional figures from clues given
in German. Contents include Tom Sawyer, Paul Revere,
Benjamin Franklin, and others.
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AUSTRIA , DT TIffi HEART OP EUROPE .

This wall chart contains information about Austria's
econony, geography, history, agriculture, constitution,
and culture. It also contains a map of Austria and
several illustrations. A-$,

BROCHURE.
This is a brochure regarding the nature and purposes

of AATG. A-1.

MAP OP AUSTRIA, published by Elbemuhl, AG, Vienna—C6203-
561.

This is a very colorful relief map of Austria. A-5.

POSTERS

.

These are large landscape posters siutable for
classroom use. A-28.

RECORDS AMD TAPE RECORDINGS.
Although there is no cataloged list of the available

records and tape recordings the German Consulates have
many such items covering all imaginable subjects and
types, e.g. literature, music, poetry, and drama. If
one should vjant to use such items they must write the
consulate in their area to request the loan of available
items of a specific nature. Por addresses see the list
of German Consulates in Appendix B. A-I8.

THE REPUBLIC OP AUSTRIA .

This pamphlet contains information about Austria's
area and population, capital, language, religion,
history, federal president, government, economy, forestry,
mineral resources, foreign trade, currency, and education
and culture. It also contains a list of Austrian Agencies
in the U.S.A. A-5.

THERE'S I-TUSIC IW GERMTTY 1965 . published by Inter Nationes,
Bonn, 11th edition, 1965.

The pamphlet lists the important musical festivals,
congresses, courses and competitions in Germany for the
calendar year 1965. Por later years one should check for
current editions. A-28,

TRAVEL POLDERS.
A large number of maps and travel folders, useful for

display and as teaching aids about Austria, are available.
. A-6.
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TRAVEL FOLDERS.
Travel folders may be obtained from the German

Information Center. See A-20,

TRAVEL POLDERS.
This is perhaps the best source of travel information

via travel folders. Their offerings include scores of
• pamphlets, maps and booklets which would be useful as

teaching aids and display materials. A-23.

TRAVEL POLDERS.
Travel folders may be obtained for any city or area

upon request from Inter Nationes, Germany. See
Appendix B, A-28.

TRAVEL POLDERS.
Various pamphlets and folders which contain typical

tourist information are available from Swiss National
Tourist Office, New York. See A-lj.3.

VACATION PARADISE—AUSTRIA , publisher: Platzer and Company
Ges. K. B. H. Vienna.

Various geographical locations are discussed with an
eye tox-xards the tourist in this pamphlet. Maps and
colored pictures are included. A-5.

PERIODICALS

AATG NEWSr^TTER.
AATG Newsletter appears generally twice a year, spring

and fall. This Newsletter contains mostly articles of
professional interest to the teachers of German at all
levels. A-1.

AUSTRIAN I^gORI-lATION .

A bi-weekly publication. A-5.

BODENSEE -HEFTE . published by Dr. Neinhaus Verlag GmbH,
D775 Kinstanz, Postfach I888, Price DM/Pr. $2.50 each.

Sample copies of this magazine which deals with the
Bodensee area in pictures and words can be obtained by
writing the publisher as well as the address in Appendix
B, A-23.

THE BULLETIN.
A weekly publication. A-20.

BUNTE ILLUSTRIERTE . ($9.75 per year)
This weekly newspaper comes with a color section in

each edition. A-21.
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CULTURAL MEV/S FROM GERMAFY.
This is a small pamphlet which describes current cul-

tural news from Germany. A-28,

PER SPIEGEL .

A weekly newspaper suitable for advanced students.
A-21.

DIE ZEIT .

This vreekly magazine is very helpful to advanced
students. A-12.

THE GERM IT QUARTERLY .

The German Quarterly appears five times a year:
January, March, May and Novembei" and a Directory issue
in September. This quarterly has articles of interest
to the German instructor on all manner of professional,
literary, technical subjects. A-1.

GERMAN IJEWS COMPAmr, INC.
Newspapers, magazines, journals and periodicals may

by obtained from the German News Company, Inc. A-21.

K.U . GERMAN NEWSLETTER. News Bulletin for Teachers of
German in Kansas, published by University of Kansas.

It is posnible that Newsletters like this one :^nich
appear from time to time and contain information of inter-
est to German teachers may also be available from other
universities. A-19.

MNGENSCHSIDTS SFRACHILLUSTRIERTE . ($2.00 per year, 12
Issues )

,

This monthly periodical comes with a vocabulary. A-21.

MONATSPOST . ($1.00, 3 issues per year).
This is written especially for students of German.

A -1+1.

QITICK . ($9.75 per year)
This is a weekly newspaper. A-21,

SUBSCRIPTION GUIDE TO GERI4AN PERIODICALS .

This is a guide to German periodicals which are non-
educational. The periodicals are available from the address
given in Appendix B. The price range of these periodicals
range from $1.15 to $118. A-21.

UNSERE ZEITUNG. ($2.50 per year, 12 issues)
A monthly publication especially for German students

.

with a "Lesehilfe" on difficult vocabulary. A-21.



VERSUCH .

A German literary magazine published by the German
Department of the University of Kansas. A-19.

SERVICES

AlffiRICAlT ASSOCIATION OP GERMN TEACHER PLACEMEFT BUREAU.

A sheet can be obtained outlining the procedure for
registering viith this organization, which aims to bring

into contact schools and colleges in need of German
teachers v;ith qualified personnel who are looking for

positions. A-I].l|.

THE AUSTRIAN COI-D^ITTEE FOR INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES.
This organization will be happy to assist one in

making contact x^ith Austrian organizations, schools,
youth organizations, cultural institutions, organizing
exchanges of school children, school correspondence,
arranging study tours, group visits, youth camps, and

holiday centers.
It will also provide working places for practical

training in industry and commerce (under the scheme of

the International Association for the Exchange of

Students for Technical Experience). A-I4..

I^IDEA INSTITUTES.
Information can be obtained about Institutes in the

United States and Germany for teachers of German. These
institutes are financed through the National Defense
Education Act and are excellent sources of information
and training for present and future teachers of German.
A-I1.7.

REPRODUCTION OP TAPES.
Tapes that are available commercially are not avail-

able through this source. The cost is as follows.
Charges are TAPE plus TIME
Cost for 7" - 1200 ft. Tape—$2.00.
Time for reproducing a normal tape at 3 3/k speed

—

$2.00.
Cost of tape and time normally therefore about

$li.oo. A-33.

REQUESTS FOR GDRREOT INFORMATION.
Requests for material on a particular topic should

by sent to A-28.



STUDY I^ AUSTRIA . Austria: Austrian Committee for Inter-
national Educational Exchange.

This book lists educational opportunities for foreign
students in Austrian schools of higher learning. A-l| or
A-6.

SLIDES

F/19 ALEXATTDER YO^ HTOIBOLDT .

There are 2k slides in this series accompanied by-

German text. A-l3o

P/3 BERLI^T AFTER AUGUST 13, 1961.
There are 120 slides in this series accompanied by-

German text on tape. A-l8.

F/l BERLIN;—CITY BET^/JEETT TWO WORLDS .

These slides show Berlin before the erection of the
Wall. There are 101 slides in this series accompanied
by text printed in English. A-l8.

F/2 BERLIN TODAY .

There are 50 colored slides of Berlin before the
erection of the Wall in this series accompanied by-

text printed in German. A-l8,

F/22 BEYOND THE IRON CURTAIN IN GERMANY.
There are 50 slides in this series accompanied by-

German text. A-l3.

F/21 BRUEHL CASTLE .

There are 16 colored slides in this series accom-
panied by- German text, A-l8.

F/10 CHRISTMAS SHOW .

There are S>h colored slides in this series accom-
panied by German text on tape. A-l8,

F/9 TIffi CHURCH A SIGN OP GOD.
There are 8? colored slides of church buildings in

this series accompanied by German text, A-l8,

P/6 CONTRIBUTION OP THE GERMAN EAST TO THE ART OP OUR CENTURY.
There are ^ colored slides in this series accompanied

by German text, A-l8,

P/17 FAIRYTALE-S OP TIffi GRIMM BROTHERS IN I^ LANGUAGE OP THE

There are 65 colored slides in this series accompanied
by German text. A-l8.
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P/13 FRIEDRIGH VON SCHILLER »

This series consists of film with still pictures.
A-18.

P/lU FRIEDRIGH VON SCHILLE:R .

This series consists of 1$ slides. A-I8.

p/15 FRIEDRIGH VON SCHILLER .

There are 7k slides in this series. A-I8.

P/18 GERHART HAUPTMANN.
There ere 3i| slides in this series. A-l3.

P/23 GERFJ^N FOLKLORE .

There are 100 slides in this series accompanied by

German text, A-I8.

P/7 GERMAN PAINTINGS OP T^ 20TH CENTURY .

There are i|0 colored slides in this series. A-I8.

P/2U GERMAATY—HER CITIES AM) LANDSCAPES .

There are 100 slides In this series accompanied by-

German text. A-I8.

P/25 GERMANY'S ECONOMY .

There are ^0 slides in this series accompanied by
German text. A-I8.

P/5 Tiffi HAMBURG STORY .

There are 120 slides in this series, everyday life in
a German city, accompanied by English text. A-I8,

F/12 JOSEPH VON EICHET^IDORFP .

This series consists of film with still pictures.
A-18.

P/2O LIFE IN A I4ERCHANT CITY .

There are kk colored slides in this series accompanied
by German text. A-I8.

P/ll MANGERS PROM ALL OVER THE WORLD .

There are 59 slides in the series accompanied by
German text, A-I8.

A/26 THREE FAIRYTALES ; BREMER STADTMUSIKANTEN , SCHNEEV/ITTCHEN ,

TISCHLEIN DECK ' DICE .

There are 53 slides in this series accompanied by
German text. A-I8.

PA TIffi WALL .

There are I|.5 slides In the series accompanied by
German text. A-I8.
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P/8 WATER COLORS OP TIffi 20TH CENTIBY.
There are 5o colored slides in this series accompanied

by German text. A-I8.

F/16 TIE VmOIE VJORLD ITT PUPPETRY .

There are bl colored slides in this series accompanied
by German text A-I8.

-\r-
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SUMI4ARy AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this report was to determine what

materials, resources and services were available to teachers

of German. Through contacting all available organizations

which were known to handle such materials and services, it

was hoped to determine what kinds of material were available

in what amounts and from what sources. These items were

then analyzed according to their subject area, e.g. economic,

cultural, political, and were then classified into the follow-

ing categories: books, catalogs, films. Instructional

material, periodicals, services, slides, and miscellaneous

items.

There appeared to be an abundance of materials both

those which were free on request or on loan and those which

were available for purchase or rent.

Although there were more films listed than any other

type of item, it is to be understood that they are of a more

permanent nature than many of the pamphlets and booklets

which are constantly being brought up to date and revised

and are therefore published in new editions or under new

titles. Because these things deal with a living society,

they are of necessity not stagnant and are in need of this

constant revision.

The materials and services of the governmental

agencies were treated more thoroughly because they did not

receive advertising comparable to that of the commercially

published materials.
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Many of the materials, resources and services listed

in this report could be used by instructors for more effec-

tive cultural presentations; Thereby increasing the students

knowledge of the target countries.

Since many of the items have undoubtedly changed

even as this report was being written, it is concluded that

the teacher who wishes to make the most of these materials

would be wise to keep in constant contact with those govern-

mental agencies which are involved in the production and

dissemination of the materials in order to keep abreast of

what is new. This can best be done through a periodic letter

of inquiry as to what is available.

It was concluded that the following list was a

minimal list of materials, covering as many facets of the

cultural side of the countries as possible. Each item is

listed by title, with the page number on which it is to be

found in this report,

THE BASIC lav; OP THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OP GERMANY. p. l^..

BERLIN. p. U. . - - .

EUROPEAN PAINTINGS IN GERMAN ART GALLERIES 20TH
CENTURY. p. 5.

PACTS ABOUT GERMANY. p. 5.

CATALOG GERMAN SERVICE BUREAU. p. 6.

M.L.A. SELECTIVE LIST OP MATERIALS. p. 7.

NCSA-AATG CATALOG OP TEACHING AIDS AND SERVICES. p. ?.

DEUTSCHLANDSPIEGEL. p. 12.
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THE REPUBLIC OP AUSTRIA, p. 1;!

THERE »S MUSIC I¥ GERMAFi". p. I+l.

CULTURAL ^lEl^S PROM GERMNY. p. 1|3.

It nay be further concluded that no request for help

seemed to be too small or unimportant and that the staffs of

these organizations always seemed willing to help the teachers

In any way possible. Therefore, if some type of item or

subject area did not seem to appear in this report, the

teacher would be well advised to inquire of the appropriate

agency.
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APPEMDIX A

LETTER OP INQUIRY

April 12, 1965

Dear Sir:

VJe are making a survey of available services and materials
for German teachers in the United States and are writing you
to see what you have available. We would appreciate a quick
response to this letter with as complete a listing as possible,

Would you send us the following information:

a. A list of publications which are available through
your office.

b. A list of pamphlets available tlirough your office.
c. Any film.s available through your office,
d. A list of any artifacts available through your office.
e. A list of tapes or recordings available through your

office.
f

.

A list of services which you provide.

And along with this, please send any other information that
you think would be of use to the teachers of German.

If you know of other offices both in the United States or in
Germany where we might write we would appreciate your sending
their address so that we might contact them.

We think there are many teachers that do not now know what is
available and we have hopes that this survey will be of con-
siderable value to them.

We wish to thank you for your help and will look forward to
hearing from you in the near future.

Respectfully yours.

Jerry C. Hall
Supervisor of Modern Languages
Riley County High School
Riley, Kansas 66531



APPENDIX 3

LIST OP ADDRESSES

A-1

A-2

A-3

A-U

A-5

A-6

'A-7

American Association of Teachers of German
Herbert H. J. Pelsel, Treasurer
33U Huntington 3. Grouse Hall
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13210

American Book Company
55 5"fch Avenue
New York 3, New York

Apple ton-Century-Crofts
3k West 33 Street
New York 1, New York

Austrian Committee for International Educational
Exchanges

Head Office
8 V/allnerstrasse
Vienna I, Austria

Austrian Information Service
31 East 69th Street
New York, New York 10021

Austrian Institute
11 East 52nd Street
New York, New York 10022

Arthur M. Adler
110 V7est U7th Street
New York 19, New York

Helen Gottschalk
1672 Second Avenue
New York 28, New York

Mary S. Rosenberg
190 V/est 72nd Street
New York 23, New York

Schoenhof 's Foreign 3ooks
1280 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge 38, Mass,

Stechert-Hafner
31-37 E. 10th Street
New York 3, New York

The Thrift Press
656 Willow Street
Chicago, Illinois
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A-8

A-9

A-10

A-11

A-12

A-13

A-ll;

A-15

A-16

A-17

Brandon Films, Incorporated
200 V/est 57th Street
Nev; York 19, New York

Bruce Publishing Company
1|00 F, Broadway
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

Charles E. Merrill Books
1300 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus 16, Ohio

D. C. Heath and Company
285 Columbus Avenue v
Boston 16, Massachusetts

Die Zeit
Room 106
25 West 14.5th Street
New York, New York

Educational Audio Visual, Incorporated
Pleasantville
Few York

EMC Recordings Corporation
806 E. 7th Street
St. Paul 6, Minnesota

Film Center, Incorporated
20 East Huron Street
Chicago 11, Illinois

Folkways Records and Service Corporation
121 W. l|7th Street
New York 36, New York

Franz F. Schwarzenstein
Hoffmann and Campe Verlag
Harvestehuder
Weg I4-I

Hamburg 13
Germany
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A-l8 Addresses of German Consulates.
Following the address the name of the German Consulate,

his telephone number and area served will be listed in
parentheses.

German Consulate
1210 Fulton national Bank Building
55 Marietta Street, IJ, W.
Atlanta , Georgia 30303
(Consul Dr. Ilorst von Rom, Telephone—525-2097, Florida,
Georgia, Forth Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia except
Washington D. C, jurisdiction.)

German Consulate
[}.62 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116
(Consul Dr. Phillipp Schmidt-Schlegel, Telephone

—

KEmore 6-I1I4.IU, Connecticut except New York jurisdiction,
Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Vermont)

.

German Consulate General
10[|. South Michigan Avenue
Chicago , Illinois 6O603
(Consul General Eugen Betz, Telephone—ANdover 3-0350,
Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota,
V/isconsin)

.

German Consulate
lL;.l|[; Illuminating Building
^^ Public Square
Cleveland , Ohio Ul|1133
( Telephone--SUperi or 1-7303, Kentucky, Ohio, West
Virginia)

.

German Consulate
2711 Book Building
Detroit , Mchigan 1^8226
(Telephone—WOodward 2-6526, Indiana, Michigan).

German Consulate
2600 Yoakum Boulevard
P. 0. Box 66238
Houston , Texas 77006
'(Consul Dr. Ludwig Fabel, Telephone—JAckson 9t3731,
New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas),

German Consulate
90ii. Bryant Building
1102 Grand Avenue
Kansas City , Missouri 61|.106

.'«-..., ';t i ,. . ; /I.,4 . .

' ' -. i,-,-^."lt;fi'»:
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%
(Consul Dr. Herbert Kuhle, Telephone—Victor 2-8895,
Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, V/yoning).

German Consulate General
3l|50 V/ilsMre Boulevard Avenue
Los AnPieles , California 90005
(Consul General Hans Rolf Kiderlen, Telephone—DUnkirk
li.-21l4l, Arizona, California counties of Imperial, Kern,
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San
Diego, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and Ventura).

German Consul
L & S Building, 6th Floor
ll|ll| Dewey Boulevard
Manila , Philippines
"(Island groups of the Carolines, Marshall, and
Marianas, Islands of Guam and Wake),

German Consulate General
319 John Hancock Building
1055 St. Charles Avenue
yiev: Orleans , Louisiana 7OI3O
(Consul General Hans Marmann, Telephone—5214.-0356,
Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi).

German Consulate General
l|.60 Park Avenue
Hew York , ?Tew York 10022
(Consul General Klaus Curtius, Telephone—MUrray Hill
8-3523, Connecticut county of Fairfield, Hew Jersey
except Philadelphia jurisdiction. New York),

German Consulate
2623 PSFS Building
12 South 12th Street '

•

Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 1910?
(Consul Dr. Edgar Reichel, Telephone—V/Alnut 2-7i].l5,

Delaware, Maryland except Washington D, C. jurisdiction,
New Jersey counties of Atlantic, Burlington, Camden,
Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, and Salem; and
Pennsylvania )

.

German Consulate General
6th Floor, International Building
601 California Street
San Francisco . California 9l|108
(Consul General Dr. Siegfried von Nostitz, Telephone—
YUkon 1-[|250, California except Los Angeles jurisdic-
tion, Hawaii, Nevada, Utah, Island of Canton and Midway
Islands),
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A-20

A-21

A-22
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German Consul
Avenida George V/ashlngton
Apartado 1235
Santo Domingo , Dominican Republic
^Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands including St, Croix,
St. John and St, Thomas),

German Consulate
905 Securities Building
Third and Stewart Streets
Seattle . Washington 98IOI
TConsul Horst Pelckraann, Telephone—MUtual 2-l;313,

Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, V/ashington)

.

Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany
h^k$ Reservoir Road, N, V/,

Wa shin?ton , D. C. 2000?
(Arabassador Heinrich Knappstein, Telephone—331-3000,
District of Columbia, Maryland counties of Montgomery,
and Prince Georges, Virginia counties of Arlington
and Fairfax).

German Department
306 Fraser
University of Kansas
Lav;rence, Kansas 660l|5

German Information Center
i|10 Park Avenue
New York 22, New York 10022

German News Company, Incorporated
200 East 86th Street
New York, New York 10028

German Service Bureau
The University of Wisconsin
University Extension Division
1|32 North Lake Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

A-23
German Tourist Information Office
11 South, LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 6O603

A-2l|

Ginn and Company
205 W. V/acker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois
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A -2!;

A-26

A-27

A-28

A-29

A-30

A-31

A-32

A-33

A-3U

Ilarcourt, Braco Dnd World
750 3rd Avenue
New York 1?, New York

Holt, Rlnehart and Winston
383 Madison Avenue
New York 1?, New York

Ideal Picture Office
1822 Maine Street
Kansas City, Missouri

Inter Natl ones
Bonn
Marienstrasse 6

Germany

International Film Bureau, Inc. and Trans-World Films
332 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 6060l|

J, P. Schreiber Verlag
Esslingen am Neckar und
Munchen 2?
Germany

James E. Merrill
Weiervjeg 5
Ebersteinburg
Baden-Baden
Germany

Julius Groos Verlag
69 Heidelberg
Germa ny

Mr. Marvin McKnight
Language Laboratory, K, U.
Blake Annex
Lawrence, Kansas

Max Hueber Verlag
Amalienstrasse 77
Munchen 13
Germany
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A-35

A-.36

A-37

A-38

A-39

A-l;0

A-l|l

A-I42

A-l|3

McGraw Hill Book Company
330 W. I|2nd Street
ITew York 36, New York

Mcnlllan Company
60 ^th Avenue
New York 11, New York

Modern Language Association
Foreign Language Association
Foreign Language Program Research Center
70 Fifth Avenue
New York 11, New York

NCSA-AATG Service Center (National Carl Schurz Assoc.)

339 V/alnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

Neil A Kjos Music Company
525 Busse
Park Ridge, Illinois

Prentice-Hall, Incorporated
Englewood Cliffs
New Jersey

Rochester Daily Abendpost
Rochester
New York

Sporthaus Schuster
8 Munchen 2
Rosenstr, 5
Germany

Swiss National Tourist Office
Official Agency Swiss
Federal Railways
New York
10 West l|9th Street at Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, New York
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A-kk

A-hS

A-k6

A-U7

A-U8

A-l|9

A-^O

A-51

Teacher Placement Bureau
American Association of Teachers of German
Adolf E. Schroeder, Director
Dept. of Foreign Language
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Mr, Thomas K. Dean
Sales Representative
1735 Baltimore
Kansas City, Missouri 6I4.IO8

Thrift Press
Box 85
Ithaca
New York

U. S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare
Office of Education
United States Government Printing Office
Division of Public Documents
V/ashington 2^, D. C.

Ungar Publishing Company
131 E. 23rd Street
New York 10, New York

Verlag fur Sprachmethodik
Hermann Kessler
Konigswinter/Margaretenhohe
Germany

Wible Language Institute
214. South Eighth Street
Allentown, Pennsylvania l8l05

Visual Aids Bureau
Room 6, Bailey Hall
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas
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A -52
V/. W. Morton and Company
55 5th. Avenue
New York 3* J^^©w York

A-53
V/llmac Recorders
921 E. Green Street
Pasadena California
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The purpose of this study was to:

1. Locate all materials, resources and services avail-
able to teachers of German.

2. Make these materials, services and resources avail-

able to teachers of German.

The procedures employed in this study \-jere:

(1) To contact all available organizations which

handled materials, resources and services useful to teachers

of German.

(2) The items were to be analyzed according to their

subject area,

(3) The items were also to be classified according to

their physical description.

A minimum list of materials was given in the report

which would be useful to the teachers of German. This list

included most of the cultural aspects of the German speaking

countries.

Since more films were available than any other type of

m.aterials, it was concluded that this was due to the con-

stantly changing nature of the materials in the books and

pamphlets and that these, unlike the films, were constantly

being revised and. published under new titles.

More attention was given to governmental agencies as

their materials, resources and services did not receive as

much publicity as the commercially published materials.
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It was stated that raore effective cultural presentations

could be made by the Instructor with the materials, resources

and services found in this report.

It v;as concluded that the instructors should keep in

constant contact vjith the agencies which handle these

materials, resources and services as the constant change of

the materials makes it necessary to replace old, out-of-date

items with more recently published ones,

?To request seemed too small or unimportant for the

governmental agencies, and the instructor was advised to

contact these agencies for information on any subject which

did not seem to appear in this report.


